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This year’s meeting once again focused on various
industry reports presented by suppliers who help support

the production of mops, brooms, brushes and other
cleaning items. Topics included:

Wire RodThe availability and pricing of wire rod used by various broom
and mop producers was discussed by Richard Caddy, of R.E.
Caddy & Company, Inc., in Greensboro, NC; and Timothy

Kurtz, of The InterWire
Group, in Lombard, IL. 
Caddy noted that most wire

used in broom and mop
production is made from low
carbon steel. This includes wire
needed for winding brooms and
mops as well as staple setting
brushes. The raw material comes
in the form of wire rod, and is
often supplied in 2,000 pound
coils. Most wire used for broom
and mop production is 18.5
gauge, with 19 to 21 gauge wire

needed for staple setting purposes. 
“The drawing process controls the diameter as well as tension

strength. The wire is usually coated with zinc or tin,” Caddy said.
He added that wire rod comes from steel; therefore, the price and

availability of steel is important. 
“Worldwide steel usage has been flat and is tied to different world

economies,” Caddy said. “China is the largest consumer of steel in the
world at 45 percent consumption, so what China does can drastically
influence the rest of the world. 
“Wire rod and some other steel commodity items drifted down in

price over the past year and have
leveled since July and August.
Costs have been stable. I don’t see
this changing in the near future.”
One of the concerns with

steel production in the United
States, he added, is possible
new environmental regulations
that could drive up the cost the
electricity.
“There are steel producers

that are heavily dependent on
electricity to melt scrap steel,”
Caddy said. “Overall, however,

Manufacturing and supply company representatives who are involved
in the cleaning tools industry once again met in St. Louis, MO, for the
annual National Broom, Mop & Brush Meeting. This year’s event took
place November 20 at the Renaissance St. Louis (MO) Airport Hotel.
Forty-one officials from various mop, broom, brush, squeegee and

related entities attended the morning meeting, as well 
as a reception and dinner the previous night.

Industry reports, three guest speakers and networking opportunities
were all part of this year’s meeting lineup. The group included several
first-time attendees. Co-chairmen for the event were Don Leventhal, 

of Newton Broom & Brush Company, in Newton, IL; 
and Kevin Monahan, of Monahan Partners, in Arcola, IL.

NATIONAL BROOM, MOP
& BRUSH MEETING

HELD IN ST. LOUIS
By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

- Richard Caddy

“Wire rod and some other
steel commodity items drifted
down in price over the past
year and have leveled since
July and August. Costs have
been stable. I don’t see this
changing in the near future.”
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the availability of wire rod for the broom, mop and brush industries
appears to be adequate, and I’m not seeing any negative quality issues
for 2016.”
He added that many steel manufacturers are participating in the

“green revolution.” 
“For example, the World Steel Association recently came out with

a sustainability policy that includes some of the largest steel
manufacturers in the world. The steel industry is seriously
addressing environmental issues and the safety of workers,”
Caddy said. “This is part of a worldwide effort to focus on worker
safety and training as well as carbon footprint.”
During his presentation on the status of wire rod, Kurtz said global

steel making capacity reached a peak in 2011. 
“Capacity really started increasing in the mid-1990s, corresponding

with China building its infrastructure. In fact, China’s  steel making
capacity grew from 100 million tons in 1995 to 1.2 billion tons in
2011. Of course, this type of growth is unsustainable,” Kurtz said.
“Currently, some of the key users of steel such as the mining,
agriculture, construction, and oil and gas industries have seen their
markets decrease over the past few years.” 
This, in turn, has decreased their need for steel. 
“It’s important to remember that many countries subsidize their

steel industries. This can lead to cheaper steel imported into the
United States,” he added. “There are domestic steel producers putting
together cases for anti-dumping lawsuits, and there are a few (steel
related) products that already have tariffs in place.”
Kurtz reminded those at the meeting that wire used for broom,

brush and mop production represents a very small potion of overall
steel usage.
“The wire that we use basically flies under the radar. It’s classified

as a specialty category,” he said. “Therefore, in my opinion, wire used
in our industry will not be influenced by recent tariffs.” 

Mop YarnAlthough today’s cotton mop yarn comes from textile mill
waste or gin motes rather than virgin cotton, the current price
of raw cotton still impacts the mop yarn industry. Mop yarn

prices often move up or down with cotton prices. Reporting on the
status of cotton mop yarn was Andrew Dailey, of Jones Companies,
Ltd., in Humboldt, TN.
He reported that global cotton prices remain stable. 
“We are expecting a possible record regarding the amount of

domestic cotton production despite a reduction in cotton acreage
forecast for the coming year,” Dailey said. “It’s interesting to see how
the past year’s production of cotton varied within the U.S. growing
region. This, of course, is influenced by weather, depending on such
factors as rain, sunshine and heat during the growing season. There
was a long U.S. cotton growing season that took place (in 2015),
which was benefical.
“For 2016, we probably will not know how many acres of cotton

U.S. farmers will plant until March or April.”
Dailey also reported on added investments taking place in the

United States concerning new spinning mill operations. This should
add to the current supply of textile mill waste needed for mop yarn
production. 
“It’s a positive step toward making sure an adequate supply of

textile mill waste will be available in the future,” he added. 
When it comes to material for mop production, Dailey explained

that cotton, rayon and polyester all compete with one another.
Currently, rayon and polyester prices are relatively low, and expected
to stay in check for the near future. 

Wood HandlesPresenting a rundown on the supply of wood used to produce
broom and mop handles was Jim Monahan, of Whitley
Monahan Handle Co., in Midland, NC. Monahan reported

that the majority of wood used to make handles for stick-good items
produced in North America comes from three places: Brazil,
Honduras and the United States. The major provider remains Brazil,

due to this country’s vast region of forests. Brazilian wood used in
handle production involves tauari hardwood and pine softwood.
“The strong U.S. dollar has helped hold down the price of

handles in Brazil. There remains a tremendous amount of
inflation in Brazil, with a very unsettled economy. Brazil also relies
on an ethanol-based fuel source, so fuel prices there are higher than
petroleum-based fuel right now,” Monahan said.  “The forests where
the tauri is grown is located in northern Brazil, with the logs
transported to mills where they are cut into handles. Brazil is one of
the few countries where handles are made from the entire log. The
mills there don’t depend solely on scrap material. 
“The availability outlook for tauri is excellent, while pricing should

remain stable.”
Hardwood handles are also made from U.S. domestic poplar.

However, Monahan added, this wood has recently increased in price
and has not been used as much for handle production. 
“Most of the hardwood handles for the U.S. market right now are

made from Brazilian tauri,” he said. “Pine used for softwood handles,

“The wire that we use
basically flies under the
radar. It’s classified as a

specialty category. Therefore,
in my opinion, wire used in
our industry will not be

influenced by recent tariffs.”
- Timothy Kurtz

“We are expecting a
possible record regarding the
amount of domestic cotton

production despite a
reduction in cotton acreage
forecast for the coming year.”

- Andrew Dailey

- Jim Monahan

“The availability outlook for
tauri is excellent, while pricing
should remain stable... Pine
used for softwood handles,

meanwhile, mostly comes from
Honduras and the United States,
and to a lesser degree, Brazil.
Supplies are plentiful and
prices have been stable.” 
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meanwhile, mostly comes from Honduras and the United States, and
to a lesser degree, Brazil. Supplies are plentiful and prices have been
stable. There are current increases in U.S. housing starts, which has
helped produce more scrap material that can be used for domestic
pine handle production.”
Handles also come from Indonesia, where capacity has remained

relatively limited. 
“There have been very steady producers over the years from

Indonesia, but they haven’t been able to increase production.”
Monahan also stated that LVL (laminated veneer lumber) handles

from China can also be found in the U.S. marketplace. These are
engineered wood products that use multiple layers of thin wood
assembled with adhesive.

Metal HandlesAlong with wood, many handles used for various types of
cleaning tools are made from metal. Providing a report on
metal handle production was Mark Maninfior, of American

Select Tubing, inMattoon, IL. 
Maninfior started with a summary of metal handle import totals

over the past several years. For example, from January through July
2015, there were 15.9 million metal handles imported into the United
States, with an average price being 99 cents. This was a decrease from
the previous year, when 18.8 million handles were imported from
January through July 2014, at an average price of 81 cents. Most of
the handles imported both years came from Spain, China and Italy. 
“You can’t talk about metal handles without talking about steel,

which has generally gone down in price,” Maninfior said. “Metal
handles are made from cold rolled full hard material. Prices for this
decreased in 2015, especially between March and July.” 
He added several key factors have been in place during 2015 that

are influencing steel prices. This includes an increase in U.S. steel
imports, resulting in over-supply conditions. 
“A lot of this is coming from China. A petition for anti-dumping

and countervailing duties was filed on June 3, 2015 by several major
steel mills. A U.S. Department of Commerce ruling on Nov. 3, 2015
stated that China, Italy, India and South Korea were benefiting from
unfair government subsidies. This resulted in tariffs being put into
place for corrosion resistant steel. This is not a ruling that affects all

steel,” Maninfior said. “For China, this ruling amounted to duties
being placed on certain steel at 26.26 to 235.66 percent. Meanwhile,
the duties for Italy are at 0 to 38.41 percent; India, 2.85 to 7.71
percent; and South Korea, 0 to 1.37 percent.”
He added that the U.S. Department of Commerce is expected to

make preliminary anti-dumping determinations in December 2015.
According to Maninfior, flat rolled steel inventory levels have been

up at service centers since September. Fully integrated mills have shut
down blast furnaces to reduce supply. Steel mill capacity utilization
has dropped below 70 percent for the first time since March 2015. 
“In a nutshell, I can’t see anything that is going to drive steel

prices up in the near term,” he said. “Therefore, I think metal
handle prices will remain steady for at least another six months.”

Fiberglass HandlesAnother material used in handle production is fiberglass.
Giving this report was Kevin Monahan, of Monahan
Partners, in Arcola, IL. 

“Fiberglass has been increasingly popular during the past several
years, especially with handles used in the foodservice industry,”
Monahan said. “Fiberglass handles are essentially made from three
key components: rovings, mat and resin. Rovings and mat make up
about 60 percent of most pultrusions, while resin comprises the rest.
Right now rovings are 60 cents per pound, while some fiberglass mat
configurations can cost up to $3 per pound. Resin prices have been
flat, following the decrease in oil prices.

“Fiberglass handles are made in the United States and China. They
are also produced in Europe, but generally are a little more
expensive.”
Overall, he added, fiberglass handle prices should remain steady,

with no substantial increases predicted for the near future.
Meanwhile, fiberglass material is expected to remain plentiful.

Broom Corn, Yucca Fiber & TampicoThere was much to discuss regarding the current status of broom
corn, tampico and yucca fiber. These natural materials are used
in broom and brush production. Giving the report was Ray

LeBlanc, of PelRay International, in San Antonio, TX. 
Much of the material that LeBlanc addressed comes from northern

and western Mexico. Unfortunately, these areas have been plagued by
drug cartel violence in recent years. This violence, and the threat
thereof, have had a major impact among U.S. suppliers and
manufacturers trying to find out exactly how much broom corn,
tampico and yucca fiber is available for consumption in the United
States.  
“Security issues in Mexico are getting better, but there are still

a lot of problems,” LeBlanc said.
He noted that civilian militias in Mexico have helped curb the

violence. However, there remain travel warnings from the U.S. State
Department concerning several sections of northern and western
Mexico.  
Another major issue with Mexican broom corn for 2015 was a lack

of a significant crop. 
“There were two major problems experienced in 2015 concerning

Mexican broom corn. As demand has shifted toward more brooms
being produced with mixed fibers, there is less demand for broom
corn. Major broom shops in Mexico that have historically contracted
broom corn planting in Sinaloa pulled their contracts in 2015. As a
result, the Sinaloa crop fell by 60 percent,” LeBlanc said. 
The other major issue regarding the 2015 supply of Mexican broom

corn for U.S. consumption centered around an infestation of aphids,

“Metal handles are made
from cold rolled full hard
material. Prices for this
decreased in 2015,

especially between March
and July.”

- Mark Maninfior

“Overall, fiberglass handle
prices should remain steady,
with no substantial increases
predicted for the near future.
Meanwhile, fiberglass material

is expected to remain
plentiful.”

- Kevin Monahan
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destroying a large part of the crop. 
“There were some problems with aphids in 2014, mostly in the

‘local’ area and certain parts of the Torreon region. In 2015,
however, the infestation became a major problem, and not just
for broom corn,” LeBlanc said. “Aphids have also destroyed
many sweet corn, milo and feed grain crops in Mexico.”
He added that 90 percent of the “local” and Torreon broom corn

harvests in 2015 were lost to aphids. The broom corn that was
harvested was heavy to insides and generally not of good quality. The
aphid problem continues to spread to other parts of Mexico as well as
the southern United States including Texas, Louisiana and Arkansas. 
“No one has figured out how to stop their spread,” LeBlanc said.

“There are currently no problems with aphids in the Mexican broom
corn growing areas of Sinaloa and Apatzingan, but we don’t know
about next year’s (2016) crop.”
According to LeBlanc, 900 tons of broom corn were produced in

Mexico in 2015 from the following areas: Sinaloa, 500 tons; first
crop Torreon, 300 tons; second crop Torreon, 40 tons; the “local”
area, 30 tons; and Apatzingan, 30 tons. This is a 1,000 ton decrease
in Mexican broom corn production from 2014, and a 1,970 drop in
tonnage from 2010. 
LeBlanc also discussed the size of broom corn carry-over

inventory in Mexico, which he said is usually a major driver in the
market. Currently, there are 2,800 bales of Mexican carry-over
broom corn that is processed and ready to ship. During the same time
period in 2014, the number was 4,500 bales. Meanwhile, there are
just 40 tons of Mexican raw broom corn available for processing,
compared to 150 tons in 2014. 

“The other source of processed Mexican broom corn comes from
people referred in the industry as ‘coyotes.’ These are people who
buy and speculate in broom corn, trying to make money on market
movements. Normally, the ‘coyotes’ have 300 to 1,000 tons of broom
corn available. Right now, they have just 20 tons that we can
identify,” LeBlanc said. “It looks to me that there will be a significant
shortage of Mexican broom corn between now and next year’s main
crop (which will harvest in the 2016 summer.) If this is true, and
demand holds up, we could see Mexican broom corn prices skyrocket
over the next few months.
“The key to 2016 is what happens in the next two to three months

concerning demand and pricing. If demand stays high, then pricing
will also go up and may encourage farmers in such areas as Sinaloa
and Apatzingan to grow more broom corn. There are many places in
Mexico that could increase broom corn production, but somebody
has to put money into the planting, and this is only going to happen
if prices and demand stay high. It would also be good if more
planting took place in areas not infested with aphids. 
“Another problem is that the current Mexican broom corn
inventory contains 70 to 80 percent insides. We need more hurl.”
An additional material often used to make natural brooms is yucca

fiber, which is harvested in parts of Mexico and the southwestern

“...there will be a significant
shortage of Mexican broom corn
between now and next year’s

main crop (which will harvest in
the 2016 summer.) If this is true,
and demand holds up, we could
see Mexican broom corn prices
skyrocket over the next few

months.”
- Ray LeBlanc
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United States. Unlike broom corn, there are
no major issues with the supply of yucca
fiber, LeBlanc said. 
“Yucca fiber production is stable, with

only small changes taking place over the
past several years. Most production is still
going to Mexican broom producers,”
LeBlanc said.
Lead time for yucca fiber is currently three

weeks, which is an improvement over recent
years. Yucca fiber prices are also down
slightly compared to a year ago. Most of this
is due to the peso/U.S. dollar exchange rate. 
“We expect price stability for yucca

fiber to remain in place in 2016,” LeBlanc
said.
Another important fiber is tampico. It’s

used in brush production and
possesses several industry-
essential qualities. This includes a
“good memory,” meaning the
fiber will bounce back to its
original shape after being bent.
Other benefits include a long life,
good absorption and abrasive
features, and being able to
withstand high temperatures.
Tampico is a fiber made from a

wild cactus known as lxtle that
only grows in certain high altitude
areas of Mexico. This is the only
place in the world where it’s
found, and the only way to get the
tampico is to go to remote Mexican
mountains and harvest it by hand. 
At last year’s meeting in St. Louis,

LeBlanc reported that tampico production
was down by approximately 80 percent.
There was a worldwide shortage that was
getting worse by the day, and lead times were
increasing exponentially. 
Improvements in tampico supply have

been made since last year’s report, although
challenges remain.
“Lead times are still uncomfortably long.

There are orders floating around that are over
a year old, and there are still more orders than
production,” LeBlanc said. “The good news
is tampico fiber factories are now running
at about 20 percent below normal instead
of 80 percent below normal. This is a move
in the right direction.”
LeBlanc explained that like most natural

broom and brush fibers, harvesting and
processing tampico is very labor intensive.
Therefore, a major labor shortage that started
a few years ago caused huge problems. Once
the fiber is harvested and cleaned, it must
then be dried and manually sorted. After
drying, the fiber is combed, waxed, packaged
and cut to length. 
“You begin to see how much labor is

involved. And because every bit of tampico is
dried by the sun, it’s easy to see where
weather comes into play,” LeBlanc said. 

Since the major tampico shortage of 2014,
two key areas of improvement have occurred,
helping the situation. First, new places have
been opened for tampico harvesting.
Secondly, prices paid to harvesters of raw
tampico fiber have increased dramatically.
This has resulted in more people willing to
harvest the material in remote desert
locations within Mexico. 
Another challenge with tampico

production in 2014 was the weather in
Mexico. 
“There was more rain than usual in 2014 in

the desert areas of Mexico where the tampico
camps are located. Therefore, drying the fiber
became a major issue. This dramatically
influenced the supply of the black-dyed

tampico, which must go through several
drying processes,” LeBlanc said. 
He added there are also issues with

tampico fiber quality. This is due to
processors having to work with a larger
amount of lower grade raw material, as
demand for the fiber remains very high. 
“With people so desperate for tampico

fiber, quality has fallen off. I think this
situation will improve as more fiber
becomes available,” LeBlanc said.
Chris Monahan, of Brush Fibers, Inc., in

Arcola, IL, said that the tampico shortage is
getting better, but it will take some time
before normal conditions are present.
“I have heard that the recent tampico

shortage was the worst in 40 years, so
obviously there is a lot of catching up to be
done when it comes to production,”
Monahan said. “Tampico demand from
China is still very strong. Our estimation
is that 70 percent of tampico that goes to
China is used for the country’s domestic
consumption.”
He added that one company in China that

had been using  tampico fiber brushes prior to
the shortage for polishing various types of
electronic equipment had changed to brushes
using animal hair. 
“A lot of horse hair and boar bristle are

used for these types of polishing brushes,
which come at higher prices. However, there

is a lot of margin involved with (electronic
equipment), helping to justify the use of
higher-priced brushes,” Monahan said. “As
the supply of tampico improves, more of it
will be used again in such polishing
applications.”
Monahan also discussed the status of

palmyra fiber, which is grown in India and
comes from palm leaves. Like tampico, the
processing of palmyra is labor intensive. 
“The arrival of palmyra fiber has been

steady during the past few years. The rainy
season in India can have an impact. We will
see if a major monsoon hits the country in the
year ahead,” he said. “It’s fortunate that there
have been no major issues with palmyra from
India during the past 5 to 10 years concerning

large monsoons. 
“Freight can also be a big

issue with palmyra, as can the
exchange rate between the
Indian rupee and U.S. dollar.
Right now, everything is
pretty steady when it comes to
palmyra fiber.”
Currently supplies also

continue to be relatively stable
for many types of synthetic
filaments used by brush and
broom manufacturers, according
to Monahan. For the U.S. market,
products included are poly -
propylene, polystyrene, nylon,

polyester as well as PET (poly ethylene
terephthalate).
“Of all the resins, polypropylene follows

the petroleum market the closest. Prices and
supply for this material have been steady,” he
said, “as have prices and supply for nylon
and polyester.”

PackagingAreport on poly packaging and plastic
film, such as that used in the broom
and mop industries, was presented by

Tim Morgan, of Vonco Products, LLC, in
Lake Villa, IL. Morgan showcased the
packaging industry’s current market
overview, issues, vision and opportunities. 
Polyethylene packaging is part of what is

considered “flexible packaging.” This
includes such items as bags, sleeves, pouches
and wraps made primarily from unsupported
films. 
One of the major feedstocks used in the

production of resins to manufacture
polyethylene film is oil. Therefore, the price
of oil can have an impact on the price and
supply of polyethylene films. Morgan
showed a chart detailing the drop of
worldwide oil prices since the first quarter of
2012, when a barrel of oil was $120. Since
that time, it has dropped to $40 per barrel.
Reasons for this dramatic decrease are

many, according to Morgan. They include:

“Of all the resins, poly -
propylene follows the petro -
leum market the closest.
Prices and supply for this

material have been steady, as
have prices and supply for

nylon and polyester.”

- Chris Monahan
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record OPEC and Russian oil production, high oil inventories in the
United States and Europe, unsold oil in the Atlantic basin, and signs
of increasing Libyan oil output. Other factors that may result in lower
oil prices in the future include the Iranian nuclear program agreement
that is expected to enable the country to export more oil in 2016, and
slower growth in China.
Morgan also discussed increases in U.S. natural gas supplies. He

noted that natural gas is another feedstock for ethanol production. 
“We are going to see a 30 percent jump in ethanol production

within the next six years in the United States. Some of this growth
will increase the production of different types of resins including
polyethylene,” Morgan said. “There is major expansion on capacity
expected, mainly in the southern part of the United States. It could put
some pressure on polyethylene pricing, which should be stable
through the first half of 2016. However, based on global economics,
we could see some price pressure moving forward for the latter
part of 2016 and into 2017.
“Overall, from a demand standpoint, I anticipate a 4 to 5 percent

growth next year (2016) in polyethylene consumption,” Morgan said.
“There is also going to be increased availability from a blown film
standpoint.”
Morgan also shared recent major surveys conducted on various

issues related to flexible packaging. For instance, one survey asked,
“When assessing flexible packaging, which three attributes would be
most important to your brand?” The top three attributes among survey
participants were: helps reduce costs (47 percent), brand image (45
percent); and differentiates the product from others (35 percent). 
Another survey asked end-users, “How important, if at all, are the

following packaging features of a food product to you?” The top four
were: easy storage (66 percent), resealable qualities (65 percent), easy
to open (60 percent), and product life (55 percent). 
Yet another survey showed that 81 percent of responders said they

do notice when products appear in new or different packaging. Of
these people, 42 percent said “always/often,” while 39 percent said
“sometimes.” 
Other surveys on packaging showed: 
n 70 percent of parents are willing to spend more for “easy to

store” items versus 53 percent
from consumers with no children; 

n 68 percent of millennials are
willing to  pay more for “ability to
recycle” packaging versus 47
percent of 65-plus consumers;

n People making over $50,000
a year are more willing to pay
nearly double the premium for
“extends product life” packaging
versus other income groups; and,

n Millennial women are
willing to pay more for all
attributes across the board than

the average consumer.
In conclusion, Morgan added that these major surveys show:
n Packaging has a positive, documented impact on brand value as

reported by 80 percent of brand owners;
n Consumers are willing to pay significantly more for certain

product attributes enhanced by flexible packaging; and,
n Flexible packaging fits the expectations of tomorrow’s

consumers, while 97 percent of brand owners using flexible
packaging today intend to use the same amount or more in coming
years.

Foreign Exchange ReportAtradition during the National Broom, Mop & Brush Meeting
is the annual report on global monetary exchange rates and
commodity market trends presented by Bart Pelton, of

PelRay International. The exchange rates and commodities that
Pelton discusses every year often influence raw materials used by
broom, mop, brush and related industries. By tracking changes,
Pelton said, a business can better ascertain what future pricing likely
will be concerning a component or product. 
Pelton presented charts that detailed activities of specific foreign

currencies during certain time periods. This involved the European
euro, Mexican peso, Canadian dollar, Brazilian real and Chinese
yuan. These are currencies from countries where many imported raw
materials originate, and can impact the production of American-made
mops, brooms, brushes and other cleaning wares. 
“When the U.S. currency is strong, this makes it a lot cheaper for

(domestic companies) to buy raw materials from abroad, but it also
makes it easier for foreign competitors to enter our marketplace,”
Pelton said. “When the U.S. dollar is weaker, many foreign
companies are buying U.S. raw materials, driving up our material
costs. It’s always a two-way street.” 
The currencies Pelton reported on in November were:
n European euro — “From Europe, our industry imports such

items as machinery, brushes, brush fiber and metal handles,” Pelton
said. “Last year’s chart shows a weak euro against the U.S. dollar.
Often, when the euro is weak, prices go up in Europe because of
higher commodity costs. However, these commodity prices started
tracking down. We haven’t seen the same type of price increases take
place with European products similar to other cycles when the euro
was down.”
When looking at a five year euro chart, Pelton added, it’s easy to

see that the value of the euro has dropped considerably compared to
the recent past;

n Mexican peso — The U.S. broom and brush industries rely on
Mexico for broom corn, yucca and tampico fiber and corn brooms as
well as some mop yarn and mops. 
“The peso peaked in value a couple of months ago, and it’s been

more stable during the past few months,” Pelton said. “However, over
the course of the year, the U.S. dollar has appreciated quite a bit
against the peso. Mexico is a big oil exporting country, and with

weaker oil prices, the Mexican
currency has become weaker.” 
For the cleaning goods

industry, he added, this trend has
helped U.S. companies offset cost
increases associated with broom
corn and tampico fiber, as these
Mexican materials are in short
supply at the moment;

n Canadian dollar —
“Several years ago the Canadian
dollar was at parity with the U.S.
dollar. Today, it’s trading around
75 cents to the U.S. dollar,”

“We are going to see a 30
percent jump in ethanol
production within the next
six years in the United

States. Some of this growth
will increase the production
of different types of resins
including polyethylene.” 

- Tim Morgan

“Other important U.S. and
global events that could

influence the U.S. economy in
2016 include a possible increase
in interest rates by the Federal

Reserve System; slowing
economies in Brazil, Russia,
India and China; and, the

ongoing wars in Syria and Iraq.”
- Bart Pelton
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Pelton said. “A lot of us have customers in Canada. Their currency is
not buying as many U.S. dollars as in the past. However, this trend is
making Canadian manufacturers of mops and brooms a little more
competitive south of their border.”
Once again, Pelton added, the decline of the Canadian dollar is

related to lower revenue from the Canadian oil industry;
Brazilian real — Pelton noted that a lot of hardwood and some

softwood handles are imported from Brazil. 
“The U.S. dollar as appreciated quite a bit against the real during

the past year. This hasn’t translated into greatly lower handle prices
because inflation is on the rise in Brazil,” Pelton said. “To some
extent, (the stronger U.S. dollar) is off-setting higher manufacturing
costs in Brazil and keeping prices stable.”
Pelton also showed a 10-year chart of the real, with the currency

strengthening prior to the global financial crisis of 2008 and 2009.
Afterward, the real continued to strengthen for a time, but then
dropped in value;
Chinese yuan — Pelton said he feels the yuan is one of the most

controlled currencies in the world associated with a major economy.
This has changed somewhat, however, in recent times.
“After years of the Chinese government gradually letting the yuan

appreciate against the U.S. dollar, it’s gone the other way. China’s
economy is weaker, and the country has been losing some of its
marketshare in exports to other countries. Some former Chinese
products are now being manufactured in such countries as Vietnam
and India,” Pelton said. “Therefore, the Chinese government is letting
the yuan weaken.”
Pelton also discussed recent activities with the Dow Jones

Industrial Average. He noted that the stock market is often considered
a leading economic indicator. 
“A higher market means more people are likely to have additional

money in their portfolios and retirement accounts. This helps increase
spending,” Pelton said. “The Dow Jones is the most carefully watched
of the different stock market indexes. The stock market tends to
foreshadow where the economy is going, so it’s worth watching.
Unfortunately, the stock market hasn’t been doing much of anything
during a large portion of 2015.”
The second part of Pelton’s presentation centered on commodities

that can influence the cost of many raw materials linked to U.S.
broom, mop, brush and related production. 
He noted that the current strong U.S. dollar has kept the cost of

imported materials down. 
“That is the good news, but there is the flip side. The strong U.S.

dollar also makes foreign competition more competitive,” Pelton said. 
Other important U.S. and global events that could influence the

U.S. economy in 2016 include a possible increase in interest rates by
the Federal Reserve System; slowing economies in Brazil, Russia,
India and China; and, the ongoing wars in Syria and Iraq.
The commodities Pelton highlighted were crude oil and natural gas,

cotton, corn, gold and copper: 
n Crude Oil & Natural Gas — Pelton noted that crude oil, natural

gas and many other commodities have continued to decline in price. 
“The price of crude oil has dropped from almost $100 a barrel one

year ago to less than $40 a barrel today. That is why gasoline is so
cheap right now,” he said. “Prices are also low for natural gas. A lot
of manufacturers use natural gas to heat their factories. It is also used
as a feedstock for making plastics.
“I feel energy prices will continue to come down in price along

with other commodities. That is lowering some of our costs. For
instance, I have noticed a decrease in ocean freight rates;”

n Cotton: “Even though virgin cotton isn’t used in manufacturing
mops, the price of cotton will influence the price of textile mill waste.
Generally, the lower the cost of cotton, the lower the cost of yarn,”
Pelton said. “Currently, cotton prices are looking good. They are
fairly stable and fairly low;”

n Corn:Although corn is not directly used by producers of brooms
and mops, it still can influence these two industries. This is because
as corn prices increase, certain farmers may have the desire to grow
more corn and less cotton and/or broom corn. 
Pelton showed that corn prices have been on a decline.
“When you see low corn and cotton prices, this makes other

agricultural crops, such as broom corn, more competitive and helps
with pricing,” he said. “Corn prices have been on a decline for
most of the year (2015), and so the planting of other crops, such
as cotton and broom corn, should be more attractive to farmers;”

n Gold — Despite not being needed in the actual production of
cleaning goods, gold is often used as a proxy for expected inflation,
Pelton said. He noted that gold prices have been down as of late. 
“The (recent) chart on gold activity shows that a lot of investors in

the market do not believe the United States is going to have major
issues with inflation in the near future,” he said; and,

n Copper — “Some analyses call
copper the ‘commodity with a
degree in economics,’ because it
tends to move up and down with the
economy,” Pelton said. “(Demand
for copper) doesn’t look real strong
right now, which is probably due to
weak demand from China.”
This year’s National Broom,

Mop & Brush Meeting concluded
with Carlos Petzold, of Bodam
International Ltd., in Aberdeen,
MD, inviting people to attend the
American Brush Manufacturers
Association (ABMA) 2016 Annual
Convention, scheduled for March
2-5 at the Hyatt Regency Coconut Point Resort & Spa, in Bonita
Springs, FL. The theme for the 2016 event is “Build A Better
Organization.”
Petzold also noted that the InterBrush trade fair, held every four

years in Freiburg, Germany, is scheduled for April 27-29, 2016.

Carlos Petzold

“Shurhold’s redesigned website offers tips, tricks, articles and
videos to help owners keep RVs like new. The updated website can
be found at www.shurhold.com,” according to a company release.
“The site is now mobile friendly. A more powerful search

feature lets users look for anything and everything Shurhold. The
RV tab takes owners to a dedicated section divided into product
categories, suggestions and how-to videos.”

Shurhold Offers Updated Website 
Focusing On Cleaning Education

For more information: 
Phone 772-287-1313 or visit www.shurhold.com.
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FedEx Speaker Advises
On Finding Savings In Freight

By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

One common challenge all business
owners face, whether a manufacturer
or supplier, is finding savings

associated with sending and receiving
freight. This topic was discussed by guest
speaker Lee McDonald during the 2015
National Broom, Mop & Brush Meeting in
St. Louis. McDonald is an area development
sales executive from FedEx Services. He is
based in Champaign, IL. 
When looking to get the most out of

various freight options with a carrier,
McDonald said a true understanding of a
company’s supply chain
is paramount.
“Make sure you, or a

valued manager in the
company, understand the
details of both your
inbound and outbound
supply chain. It’s also
important to share this
information with your
transportation vendors.
They can act as unpaid
consultants for your
company,” McDonald said. “Transportation
vendors are in business to help your
company expand. Communication is key.
These vendors might be able to suggest
things you don’t know about to improve your
company’s supply chain.”
McDonald added that transportation costs

are estimated to account for 15 percent of the
total cost of goods sold. This is based on a
national average. 
“Certainly, your numbers may be higher or

lower, depending on what you are shipping
and where you are shipping,” he said.
McDonald gave some examples of

shipping challenges for those involved in the
broom, mop and brush trade. He said a
standard broom or mop handle is 60-inches
long, making it incompatible for most high

speed parcel conveyors. Therefore,
transportation vendors may charge an
additional handling fee of $9 per package. 
In addition, 60-inch handles will cause

overhang issues when shipped via LTL (less
than truckload) carriers, using a standard 48-
inch by 40-inch skid. This will hurt the
density of the skid and provide an
opportunity for product damages.
“When you look at transportation costs,

these are the types of issues that must be
addressed,” McDonald said. 
He added that most LTL carriers do not

like to make deliveries to such places as
residential areas, schools, churches,
construction sites and mines. This is due to
safety and non-productive processing time
issues. LTL carriers use larger trucks that are
often hard to reach these types of locations. 
“On the parcel side, however, these areas

are usually not a big issue,” he added. 
When it comes to LTL shipping,

McDonald said it’s important to understand
density rules and the National Motor Freight
Classification (NMFC) system. 
He explained that commodities are

grouped into 1 of 18 classes — from a low of
class 50 to a high of class 500 — based on an
evaluation of four transportation
characteristics (of the skid): density,
handling, stowability and liability. Together,

these characteristics establish a commodity’s
‘transportability.’
“In looking at costs, for example, density

is very important when shipping LTL freight.
Density of a skid will determine the class for
most products. Class 50 is the lowest rate you
can get,” McDonald said. 
He showed three different NMFCs that are

fairly common for the broom and mop
industry:

n 033010 — Brooms, NOI (Not
Otherwise Inspected), or floor brushes, in
packages, which has 11 different classes

based on the density of
the skid. 
“There is a formula

used to calculate pounds
per cubic foot to determine
the density of the skid, and
subsequently, the class,”
McDonald said. 
He added that many

times, the 033010
number will include a
dash (-) and two more
digits. This is called a

“sub-number,” which indicates the specific
class and specific density for a particular
skid;

n 033240 — Mops, NOI, or mop heads,
pads, or refills in packages, which has 4
different classes; and,

n 033225 — Handles, broom, wooden
and metal holders in boxes or crates,
which has 1 class. 
When shipping products, McDonald also

recommended that company representatives
truly get to know their customers. 
“Are these customers shippers themselves,

manufacturers and/or distributors? Are you
just going business to business (B2B) or are
you selling business to consumer (B2C)?” he
said. “When knowing your customers,
understand what we call ‘value drivers.’

“Make sure you, or a valued manager in
the company, understand the details of both
your inbound and outbound supply chain. 

It’s also important to share this information 
with your transportation vendors.”

Lee McDonald
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Which of the seven value drivers are the most important to your
customers and yourself?”
The seven value drivers are: reducing the order to delivery cycle,

reducing customer service calls, reducing price of services, reducing
use of inventory holding locations, improving reliability, improving
visibility, and increasing operational efficiency. 
McDonald said the hard truth about

shipping freight is that at some point a
company’s transportation vendor will
not deliver a product on time, will
damage a product, and/or go out of
business or leave the United States.
Therefore, it’s impotant to be prepared
for future obstacles.
There are some cost cutting

measures that can be effective. They
include:

n For those companies that use both
LTL and parcel shipping, vendors may
be able to “bundle” their pricing
agreements and use the volume of both
products to provide a better discount. 
“Of course, this does limit you to one

of two transportation companies, as not everybody provides parcel
service,” McDonald said;

n For those companies with a large amount of B2C parcel
shipping, the United States Postal Service (USPS) can be a good
option for very lightweight and small-sized box shipments. 
“The last mile is the most costly portion of the delivery supply

chain for FedEx and UPS. Both have products that use the USPS for

the final delivery,” McDonald explained. “These products provide a
slower transit time, but do possess cost advantages. 
“Again, you want to know your customers. Is speed or cost more

important to them?”;
n For those companies shipping through LTL with lighter weight

skids (approximately 350 pounds or less), FedEx Multiweight or UPS
Hundredweight products may provide
cost savings. Both products use ground
parcel shipping, but will rate the entire
shipment at a per-100 pound rate to
compete with LTL. 
“If you have a multiple-piece

shipment with, for example, 10
different boxes, and the total weight is
200 pounds or above, the first
inclination is to put those boxes on a
skid and ship through LTL. However,
both FedEx and UPS have a way where
you can do that as a multiple shipment
and keep it in the ground system,”
McDonald said. 
He added a computer system will

automatically look at the discount for
each individual package, and then rate the entire shipment at a per-
100 pound rate. The computer will automatically charge the less
expensive of the two options;

n For companies that have shipments at a higher class, they can
improve the density of skids by enticing customers to buy more
products at heavier weights.
“Work with people to see if there are any ways to improve the

“In looking at costs, for
example, density is very

important when shipping LTL
freight. Density of a skid will
determine the class for most
products. Class 50 is the
lowest rate you can get.” 
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density of skids to bring costs down. Again, understanding NMFC
codes and what actual class to best ship at is very important,”
McDonald said;

n Look for ways to control inbound freight costs. A company can
spend more than 40 percent of its annual transportation budget on
inbound freight. 
“I realize that a lot of inbound vendors will say, ‘We provide free

freight.’ Whether they say you are getting free freight or not, you are
paying for the inbound freight somewhere. It may be within the cost
of the actual product,” he added. “(Inbound) vendors often use freight
charges as a profit center. Inbound freight ranks among the top eight
of all operational expenses in transportation. Prepay and add invoices
are often inflated with additional handling fees.” 
On the parcel side, McDonald said, most discounts are connected

with actual use.
“If you ship more, you will get a better discount,” he said.
McDonald also addressed ocean freight. He explained that most

ocean transportation is handled by freight forwarders. Costs from one
forwarder to another are often similar. The differentiation between
freight forwarders will usually be seen on the compliance side.
“If you are comfortable with your freight forwarder, and feel that

company is good with compliance issues and record keeping, I would
stay with that forwarder,” McDonald said. “Surprisingly, it might be
cost effective at times to ship one or two skids via air transportation.
However, a full container or consolidated container will always be
less expensive on the ocean as long as there is not a dock strike.”
McDonald also gave other cost cutting ideas when shipping freight.

They include:
n Some carriers can assist with routing letters and/or contacting a

company’s inbound vendors to assist with routing instructions. On the

parcel side, there might be vendors who can help a company contact
their customers and work with them regarding the routing letter;

n Consolidating carriers (parcel or LTL) can save a company up to
10 percent in transportation spending;

n Scheduling and receiving can be simplified with fewer shipment
arrival times from multiple carriers; 

n Faster inbound and outbound transit times reduce the overall
cycle time; and,

n Go electronic. Only 15 percent of LTL shippers are using
computer-generated BOLs (bill of lading). However, some carrier’s
websites and/or software will email pro numbers or parcel tracking
numbers to the consignee. Delivery confirmation emails can also be
sent. 
“You don’t want your customers tying up your 800 phone lines

asking where their orders are in the transportation process,”
McDonald said. “Parcel shipping is very automated. If you do a
shipping label with parcel, you have to use a computer. In the LTL
world, however, only about 15 percent of shippers do their billing
electronically.”
McDonald also talked about a proposed federal surface

transportation bill that would increase the length of the national
standard for twin semi-trailers used to transport freight — from 28 to
33 feet. He said this would allow carriers to absorb up to 18 percent
of future freight growth, without any change in gross vehicle weight
or additional miles traveled on roadways.
“Industry-wide, this would add up to 1.8 billion fewer miles driven,

save more than 300 million gallons of gasoline and reduce costs
annually by $2.6 billion,” McDonald said. 

McDonald can be reached at lee.mcdonald@fedex.com 
for further information on freight issues and savings.
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Don Leventhal Summarizes Changes
In Industry During His Lifetime

By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

With much of his life spent in and around the broom
business, Don Leventhal has had many experiences as a
manufacturer and world traveler. He has also seen several

changes take place in not only the broom industry, but business in
general. 
Leventhal, who is owner of Newton Broom & Brush Company,

in Newton, IL, (www.newtonbroom.com) spoke during the National
Broom, Mop & Brush Meeting in St. Louis about the changing
industry landscape during his career. 
Leventhal’s grandfather, Louis Leventhal,

started his broom business in 1914 in Cleveland,
OH, while his father, Alex Leventhal, purchased
the Newton Broom Company in 1954. Don
Leventhal has been involved with the 101-year-
old company for 42 years. 
Among the personal experiences that

Leventhal shared was his adventures working on
a kibbutz in Israel in the early 1960s, hitchhiking
across Europe as a young man, graduating from
The Ohio State University, being involved with
the Peace Corps in the Philippines, studying at
the International Rice Research Institute in the
Philippines and then entering his family’s broom
making business in 1974 in Cleveland. This
eventually led to his current work at Newton
Broom & Brush Company. 
Leventhal also discussed various changes that

have occurred in the broom business since his
youth. He talked about his May 1962 trip to Italy
on his way home from Israel. His parents made
their European trip the following month. He and
his parents both visited Giampiero Talini, whose
Italian company was manufacturing and
exporting corn brooms to Sunshine Broom & Brush Company, which
was owned by the Leventhal family. 
Alex Leventhal was amazed by the first flagged plastic brooms he

saw on this trip. Don Leventhal said his father was also taken to

various Italian companies that manufactured broom corn selector
machinery, and other broom equipment, that was more advanced than
machinery used in the United States at that time.
“My father had never seen a flagged plastic broom and was amazed

with its sweeping ability. Plastic brooms did not do a good job of
sweeping fine particles prior to (flagging the tips of these brooms),”
Leventhal said. “Our family company was the first to offer the
flagged plastic broom (in the United States). The plastic fiber

eventually became an accepted material for
upright brooms, where before broom corn was
the only material used for these products
“My father was also amazed when he saw his

first broom corn selector machine in Italy. You
have to understand that in broom factories at that
time, about one-third of the employees sorted
broom corn. This was very labor intensive work
and required skilled workers. The selector
machine, however, was able to do the same work
without all of the manpower. It sorted the broom
corn hurl by length in one pass, without extra
handling.”
Leventhal also discussed the emergence of

angle brooms in the mid-1960s, which impacted
the corn broom business and are still popular
today. He also talked about the development and
marketing of processed broom corn, known as
“Redi-Corn” in the 1960s, and the resulting
savings for broom corn manufacturers during
this period.
As the years progressed, Leventhal noted that

changes continued to take place in a shrinking
U.S. broom corn broom industry. In 1982, The
National Broom and Mop Council voted to join

the American Brush Manufacturers Association (ABMA) as its own
broom and mop division. Soon, a new broom manufacturers meeting
was held in Memphis, TN, that would later become today’s National
Broom, Mop & Brush Meeting. 

“It took me a long time to understand that it really doesn’t matter
what you make and sell — it can be brooms, it can be mops, it can
be whatever. The important thing we do in business is employ
people, make products and create economic activity.”
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Other changes included Broom and Broom Corn News being
renamed Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine in 1982 as a result of an
evolving industry landscape, and the 1993 passage of the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). 
Change has also taken place at Leventhal’s own business, although

the company continues to produce broom corn brooms at its Illinois
facility. 
“We are still a broom factory, but the technology has greatly changed.

We wind a few corn brooms, but most of our brooms are made on
computer-controlled staple-set brush machines,” Leventhal said. “It
would be very hard to train broom makers today the traditional way.
There are, however, people making craft brooms in this country, and it’s
developed into quite an industry. There remains a demand for brooms
made by hand.”
Over the course of his long career, Leventhal has had many

adventures. One harrowing event he shared was his survival from a 1988
airliner crash in Hong Kong while on a trip to China looking for broom
corn. The plane ran off a runway while attempting to land during a
monsoon rain storm, coming to a stop in a nearby harbor. 
Through it all, however, Leventhal said he is now very proud to call

himself a businessman. 
“It took me a long time to understand that it really doesn’t matter what

you make and sell — it can be brooms, it can be mops, it can be whatever.
The important thing we do in business is employ people, make products
and create economic activity,” Leventhal said. “We support local
economies, and in America, there is nothing more important.”

Contact: Newton Broom & Brush Company, 
1508 W. Jourdan St., Newton, IL 62448. 

Phone: 618-783-4424.
Website: www.newtonbroom.com.
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Understanding the true value of “giving back” was the message
presented by George Herrera during his presentation at the
2015 National Broom, Mop & Brush Meeting in St. Louis.

Herrera has been involved with The Mission Continues for two years,
a non-profit organization that redeploys U.S. military veterans into
community service. 
Herrera served in the United States Marine Corps for 14 years,

which included two tours of duty in Afghanistan. He became active in
The Mission Continues while looking for another way to serve his
country. 

The Mission Continues was founded in 2007 by Eric Greitens, a
lieutenant commander in the United States Navy Reserve who was
deployed several times to Iraq and Afghanistan, and is currently
running for governor in Missouri. 
The goal of The Mission Continues is to empower veterans, who

are adjusting to life at home, by helping them find purpose through
community impact. 
“We deploy veterans to new missions in their communities, so that

their actions will inspire future generations to serve,” Herrera said. 
The focus of The Mission Continues has changed somewhat over

the years, he added. In 2011, the organization evolved from serving
only wounded veterans to serving post-9/11 veterans. In 2013, service
platoons were introduced to include veterans of every era, and also
welcomed members of communities to join. There are currently 63
platoons working in 33 U.S. cities. 
“Our service platoons include civilians, active duty personnel and

veterans. It’s important that everyone recognizes there is an important
mission in the United States to get back on track. It’s all about
community, community, community,” Herrera said. “Just as things
were in the past when people looked after their neighbors and
neighborhood, we want to empower veterans to be able to do the
same through service projects. Even the smallest work that
someone does can still provide an important impact.”
Herrera said veterans involved in The Mission Continues can

become “fellows,” which includes a selection process and six month
service enlistment at a specific location. 
“It’s a way for veterans to take their military experience and

help people in a civilian setting,” Herrera said. “It’s important
that we assess the needs of the community and then respond.”
Herrera is currently a case manager for the fellowship program at

The Mission Continues. 
“We deploy veterans around the nation on new missions in their

communities, finding what their passions are, and helping to create
new perspectives for them outside of the military,” Herrera said.
“There are two types of service: in the military and in the community.
You can do both, but it’s also great to do one.”
Herrera said post-9/11 veterans who are selected as “fellows” with

The Mission Continues are sent to an orientation weekend. This
involves participation in some type of community service project. 
“Wherever we go in the nation, we bring hundreds of veterans with

us. We recently went to Dallas, TX, and did some work at a shelter. It
needed a new fence and some playground equipment to be built. We
were able to do all of this in four hours. Later, we were told by those
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The Mission Continues: 
Veterans Respond To Community

By Harrell Kerkhoff |  Broom, Brush & Mop Editor

George Herrera
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in charge of the shelter that it would normally take three months to get
all of the work completed. Knowing this is wonderful.”
He reiterated that anyone can join a service platoon with The

Mission Continues. 
“There is no charge, except a little sweat and equity in your

community. Those involved receive emails telling about service
events happening in their areas. It’s great when employers involve
their employees with such projects,” Herrera said. “There is a real

family atmosphere that develops while working alongside each other
during a project. It’s a wonderful time.”
He added that funding for The Mission Continues comes through

private donations. The organization also works with the Wounded
Warrior Project in various ways. 

Visit www.missioncontinues.org
or contact Herrera at 

gherrera@missioncontinues.org
for more information.

InterBrush 2016, the worldwide trade fair for machines, materials
and accessory equipment of the broom, brush, paint roller and mop
industry, is scheduled for April 27-29 in Freiburg, Germany. The
trade fair takes place every four years. 
The 12th InterBrush will include exhibitors, from approximately

25 countries, featuring products, including raw materials, semi-
finished items and machines. The exhibition area of 21,500 m2 will
host 180 exhibitors with more than 7,000 trade visitors from over 85
countries expected to attend.
According to InterBrush officials, 95 percent of the exhibition

area is already booked.  Event spokespeople say 98 percent of 2012
exhibitors said they would be represented at the upcoming 2016
InterBrush, while 87 percent of the 2012 visitors gave the same
indication.
“InterBrush brings together representatives of a small, but highly

developed industry, that thrives from high-tech products and
constant innovation,” European Brushware Federation FEIPB
President Pierre Simler said.
The picturesque Freiburg venue itself also attracts industry

representatives to InterBrush. One of Germany’s most beautiful
regions, Freiburg offers historic architecture and is also known for
its culinary offerings.
In addition to the trade fair’s three-day program, in 2016, the

French and German broom associations are collaborating on a
special exhibition in the historic Meckel-Halle in the financial
center of the Sparkasse Freiburg. The event’s theme is: “From
Housekeeping to Art — Brushes and Brooms Reveal Their Hidden
Talents.”

Visit www.interbrush.com for more information. 

InterBrush 2016 Scheduled For April 27-29
In Freiburg, Germany

GEORGE HERRERA CONTINUED FROM PAGE 22

Royal Paint Roller

Royal Paint Roller — a name known in the industry for over
45 years for top quality products, fine service and competitive prices.

Manufacturer of paint rollers in ALL SIZES—from Slim Jim to Jumbo 21 4”
I.D. in VARIETY OF FABRICS—including lambskin, kodel, lambswool,
synthetic blends & “Lint Free” woven line.

Also a complete line of frames, trays, paint brushes & painting accessories for
the professional and Do-It-Yourself markets.

Specializing in private labeling at competitive prices.

ROYAL PAINT ROLLER
248 Wyandanch Avenue

West Babylon, N.Y. 11704
Tel: (631) 643-8012  •   Fax: (631) 253-9428
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Monahan Partners, of Arcola, IL, has announced that Kevin
Monahan has been promoted to president of the company. He has
been with Monahan Partners for over
two years, serving as marketing vice
president, and has taken the time to
meet most customers and all vendors.
This includes a trip to China to meet
with a longtime partner. 
“Kevin has built strong

relationships wherever he has gone,
and has a real passion for the industry.
He will oversee all aspects of the
company’s business. This includes
manufacturing, customer service,
sales, accounting and long-range
planning,” according to the company.
“Kevin will continue to put the
customer first, and shape the
Monahan Partners’ team to deliver
excellent products on time, and at very
competitive prices. He will be introducing some new products and
efficiencies in 2016.”
Kevin Monahan succeeds his father, Pat Monahan, who will remain

active in the company. 
“I have had, and will continue to enjoy, a terrific mentor,” Kevin

Monahan said, speaking about his father. “Pat’s genuine care for

customers, suppliers and employees has been a trademark of both his,
and Monahan Partners. I am privileged and honored to have this

opportunity.”
Kevin Monahan added: “I believe

we have a great opportunity for further
growth. Monahan Partners will
continue to serve the industry and live
by its motto ‘We are in this together.’”
Monahan Partners assembles metal

and plastic attachments for both wet
and dry mops on wood, metal and
fiberglass mopsticks. The company
sells component parts for self-
assembly, and offers dust mops,
frames, lobby dust pans and a wide
assortment of additional items that
serve the janitorial market.
“Monahan Partners was spun out of

The Thomas Monahan Company in
December 2010. Formerly a division of

the family business, Monahan Partners continues a long history of
great service,” said the company.

For more information: 
call 217-268-5754, 

or email pat@monahanpartners.com.

Monahan Partners Announces Management Change

Monahan Partners New President Kevin Monahan (left) 
and Former President Pat Monahan.
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Asold out exhibit floor, along with the highest attendance in
nearly a decade, led the way for a successful 2015 ISSA
ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America tradeshow and

ISSA Convention. The event, co-produced by ISSA and its
tradeshow partner RAI Amsterdam, took place October 20-23 at the
Las Vegas (NV) Convention Center.
The tradeshow floor, with its 729 exhibitors — including

companies representing the brush, mop, broom, squeegee and related
industries — helped attract 16,311 attendees, according to ISSA. 
“This year’s event attracted a high number of distributor and

wholesaler attendees as well as the most building service contractors
(BSCs) ever,” ISSA stated in a press release. “This growth is due to
ISSAs efforts to attract top executives from leading janitorial
distributorships as well as a variety of new audience members through
relationships with organizations and buying groups in the office
products arena and other ancillary markets.”
Four industry groups held their annual conventions in conjunction

with this year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN. They were: the Association of
Residential Cleaning Services International (ARCSI), the Building
Service Contractors Association International (BSCAI), the Cleaning
Equipment Trade Association (CETA), and the International
Executive Housekeepers Association (IEHA). Many supporting
associations throughout Europe, Africa and Asia-Pacific also
participated in this year’s show, and there was a strong turnout from
top buying groups and their key members.
Jim Keough, vice president of marketing for the distributor

marketing group Triple S, said the show, “Was very successful in
many ways. It afforded us the opportunity to meet with both members
and suppliers.”
Triple S officials chose ISSA/INTERCLEAN North America 2015

as the venue to launch its newest strategic initiative known as Triple
S Holdings, Inc.
ISSA offered attendees many activities for the entire tradeshow,

culminating with the event’s keynote address “How You Can Be A
Successful Entrepreneur At Everything You Do.” It was presented by
TV’s Shark Tank host Kevin O’Leary on Friday, October 23. 
O’Leary also headlined the ISSA Excellence Awards Luncheon and

announced the winner of the ISSA Excellent Idea Contest, the late
Teresa Ward, of Teresa’s Family Cleaning, in Holbrook, NY.
Sadly, Ward died unexpectedly November 9. 
She stated the following after being named the winner of the

contest: “It just goes to show you, you don’t need a large business to
be successful. You don’t need to be overly complicated to win. You
just have to solve a problem for somebody.”

To see the winning entry as well as the other finalists, visit
www.issa.com/excellentidea.

More Show Highlights 
n For the first time, ISSA/INTERCLEAN North America featured

an Outdoor Exhibit area, where visitors could see demonstrations, eat
lunch from a food truck, and view vintage cars;

n ISSA convention seminars included a Women’s Forum,
sponsored by the ISSA Hygieia Network, which also hosted a
reception where several industry professionals were honored. Many
handouts from this year’s seminars can be downloaded at
www.issa.com/show; and,

n Several of ISSAs more than 24,000 LinkedIn group members
turned out for an in-person get-together in conjunction with the ISSA
Show Floor Happy Hour.

Barrett, Sikes Officially
Introduced At General MeetingAchanging of the guard took place in several ways during this

year’s General Meeting at ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North
America. Not only were new and outgoing ISSA Board of

Directors introduced during the Friday (October 23) morning
breakfast meeting that is annually open to all Association members,
but new ISSA Executive Director John Barrett and incoming ISSA
President David Sikes were also recognized. 
Barrett, a former ISSA Board Member, officially took over as the

Association’s executive director on Sept. 1, 2015, following the
retirement of John Garfinkel, who will work in a consultative
capacity through 2016 to facilitate a smooth transition. 
Barrett praised Garfinkel during the General Meeting for his 25

years of service to the association and the cleaning industry.
“I believe there would not be an ISSA, as we know it, without John

Garfinkel. His dedication, success and vision have made ISSA the
association we know  today,” Barrett said. 
Outgoing ISSA President Alan Tomblin, of Proctor & Gamble,

whose one-year term as president ended with the conclusion of the
General Meeting, also praised Garfinkel as well as Barrett. 
“In my 34 years at Proctor & Gamble, I have been fortunate enough

to work with some outstanding people. When one of those veterans
retires and walks out the door, my heart skips a beat or two as I see
that kind of talent walking out the door,” Tomblin said. “That is what
we have with John Garfinkel. Watching his 25 years of association
experience, on top of 25 years of manufacturing experience,
eventually leave us is daunting. 
“Many of us in this room have talked with John (Garfinkel),

learned from John, and been mentored by John. The good news is, the
choice of John Barrett as the next ISSA executive director is brilliant.
He has already made significant contributions as an ISSA board
member, and is ready to take the association to the next level.”

INDUSTRY WELL REPRESENTED 
AT ISSA/INTERCLEAN SHOW
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Garfinkel also praised the choice of Barrett as his successor during
the General Meeting. 
“As we have ushered in a new era of leadership, my confidence in

John Barrett is complete and unwaivering. He possesses great
experience and a true passion for our industry. It’s going to be a very
easy and fun transition for the both of us,” Garfinkel said. “Over the
25 years that I have been with ISSA, we have faced many changes as
an association and as an industry. (ISSA) has done really well by
welcoming new members. Many of these members have come from
different disciplines, and may do some things differently than our
traditional means. This change can be a little scary, but I admire the
courage of our Board and ISSA members in welcoming these new
people and companies. By doing so, our association has enjoyed a
more global influence. 
“We can all learn from each other, and I believe (ISSA) now has a

more powerful voice in the community, with our government and,
most importantly, for the ‘Value Of Clean.’ We are truly changing the
way the world views cleaning.”
Garfinkel added that despite the trend of continual mergers and

acquisitions taking place in the cleaning industry, ISSA membership
passed the 7,200 mark in 2015 — an all-time high.
Incoming ISSA President David Sikes, of Sikes Paper Company,

Atlanta, GA, also spoke at the General Meeting, stating it was his
honor and privilege to accept the president’s gavel for the next year
from Tomblin, who he has known for nearly 40 years. 
“Alan (Tomblin) and I were fraternity brothers at the University of

Georgia. It’s been my pleasure to serve under his leadership during his
time as ISSA president,” Sikes said. “Early in Alan’s presidency, John
(Garfinkel) made the decision to step aside. Alan sprung into action to
help find a new executive director. He formed a search committee,
conducted interviews, negotiated the contract — and all with integrity
and professionalism.”
Looking ahead to his year as ISSA president, Sikes spoke of the

importance of “persistence” and “determination” as it pertains to the
association’s continual effort to change the way the world views
cleaning. 

Jarden Presented With 
Distinguished Service AwardThe highest award bestowed by ISSA is the Jack D. Ramaley

Industry Distinguished Service Award, given to an
individual who has demonstrated outstanding service to the

cleaning and maintenance industry through his/her innovation,
professionalism, leadership, elevation of industry standards,
promotion of the association’s growth and development, unselfish
dedication without personal gain, and emulation of the ISSA Code of
Ethics. This year’s award recipient was Scott Jarden, president of
The Bullen Companies, in Folcroft, PA. 
Jarden, who served as ISSA president in 2011, is the second family

member to win the ward. His father, Richards H. Jarden, also a
former ISSA president, was presented with the award in 1990. 
During the General Meeting, Garfinkel noted Scott Jarden’s long

service to ISSA as well as Jarden’s love for how technology can
improve the lives of those involved in the cleaning industry. 
“(Scott) is among the many great presidents who have served ISSA.

In fact, he has served ISSA in various roles for the entire 25 years that
I have been with the association,” Garfinkel said.
In his acceptance, Jarden said it was an honor to receive such an

award, especially since Jack Ramaley himself was at the General
Meeting. 
“The best part for me about this association, and the cleaning

industry in general, is getting to work with some really creative and
great people located around the world,” Jarden said. “I have been able
to work with many past recipients of this award. They have all helped

me grow personally, and from a business standpoint.” 
Speaking at the General Meeting as well was ISSA Foundation

Board Chairman Roger Parrott Jr. He stated the foundation’s
mission is investing in tomorrow by using its funds to attract young
people to the cleaning industry. 
“We do this in several ways — first the foundation awards

scholarships based on academic achievement and leadership traits.
These scholarships are available to employees of our members and
their families,” Parrott Jr. said.
The ISSA Foundation awarded 58 scholarships in 2015 between

$3,000 and $5,000 each, he added. Applications for scholarships can
be found by visiting www.issafoundation.org.

Innovation And Customer Service 
Award Winners Announced For 2015Winners among the participants of the 2015 ISSA Innovation

Award Program were announced during the ISSA
Excellence Awards Luncheon on October 23. This year’s

program featured 39 products and services from various cleaning
manufacturers and service providers. 
Participants were entered into one of five categories: Cleaning

Agents, Dispensers, Equipment, Services & Technology, and
Supplies. Individuals representing distributors, wholesalers and
facility service providers throughout the industry reviewed entries
and placed their votes at www.issa.com/vote between July 1 and
October 16 to determine the online category winners.
Exhibiting entries were on display at the Innovation Showcase area

at this year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN. Tradeshow attendees voted to
determine five additional Visitors’ Choice award winners.
Category winners were: 
n Cleaning Agents — Clorox Professional Products Co./Clorox

Commercial Solutions® Clorox® Disinfecting Wipes;
n Dispensers (Co-Winners) — Georgia-Pacific

Professional/Compact® ActiveAire™ Dispenser; and, Rubbermaid
Commercial Products, Inc./Battery-Free Dispensing;

n Equipment — Kaivac, Inc./Battery-Powered Auto Vac;
n Services & Technology — Spartan Chemical Co.,

Inc./CompuClean Mobile; and,
n Supplies —3M Commercial Solutions Division/Scotchgard™

Surface Protection Film.
Also, the 2015 ISSA Innovation Award Program Visitors’ Choice

winners were: CleanTelligent for branding; Georgia-Pacific
Professional for its Compact® ActiveAire™ Dispenser; Sealed Air
Diversey Care for its TASKI Intellibot SWINGOBOT 755 by
Intellibot Robotics; Sealed Air Diversey Care for its TASKI swingo
2100 Micro-rider; and, Ultimate Solutions, Inc. for its i-cart Cleaning
System.
Visit www.issa.com/innovation to view a complete list of entries.
Meanwhile, 10 exhibitors earned Best Customer Service Awards

from ISSA. Distributors, building service contractors, and in-house
cleaning service providers who attended ISSA/INTERCLEAN used
the show’s mobile app to cast their votes for the awards based on
which exhibitors’ staff best answered questions, offered solutions, and
otherwise provided outstanding interaction with their customers
during the event.
The following companies received the most votes out of more than

700 exhibitors: 32north, Inc.; CCW Concentrates; CleanTelligent
Software; Conver Pack Inc.; J & M Technologies, Inc.; Rep Toolkit;
Rubbermaid Commercial Products, Inc.; SCA; Spartan Chemical Co.,
Inc.; and, Step1 Software Solutions.

— Broom, Brush & Mop Magazine
Editor Harrell Kerkhoff 
contributed to this article. 
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The Boucherie Borghi Group sales
meeting took place early in October in
Izegem, Belgium. 
“After extensive preparation of the

presentations during the months that
preceded, 50 participants from all over the
world came to Belgium to attend the meeting.
This included agents and people from
subsidiaries in Latin America, the United
States, Europe, Middle East, Asia and from
the two main headquarters in Belgium and
Italy. They were there to exchange ideas and
experiences, and to listen to the plans for the
future,” said a company spokesperson.
“This was the first sales meeting since the

previous meeting in Rimini, in May of 2014,
just a few days after the merger of Boucherie
and Borghi. The year and a half since then
has been a time of close cooperation. Once
the process of getting to know each other
better was well under way, progress has been
made in many fields, and the participants
were shown visible results. 
“During three days, the participants had

the chance to renew and strengthen the bonds
of cooperation, to get to know each other
better, and to gain a better understanding of
the differences and similarities in the brush
industry in the different parts of the world.”

The group agreed to continue to develop
company strengths. “The Boucherie Borghi
Group is focused on bringing the best
technology to their customers. The BBG
sales network offers tailor-made solutions
and service to BBG customers all over the
world.”
The company says it intends to present

new and enhanced technology during
InterBrush 2016. 
The meeting was closed with thanks from

respective presidents Bart Boucherie Jr. and
Enzo Ferrari. 
“It is a pleasure to see you all gathered here

under one roof, close to each other and so
well-motivated,” Ferrari said.
Bart Boucherie Jr. said, “If we look back,

we realize what we have already done
together and how strong the driving force is
to do even more, thanks to all of you.”

Visit www.borghi.com and 
www.boucherie.com for more information.

Sales Forces For The Boucherie Borghi Group Meet In Izegem, Belgium

pat@monahanpartners.com
200 N. Oak, Arcola, IL 61910

217-268-5754
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Enzo Ferrari (left) and Bart Boucherie Jr.
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The Serafin Group has announced the acquisition of the
Hahl-Pedex Group. 
“The Serafin Group is a diversified group of companies,

whose philosophy is based on more than 150 years of
entrepreneurial tradition of the Haindl family following the
principle of ‘Responsibility derived from tradition.’ Serafin
values long-term partnerships
between shareholders, employees
and customers,” according to a
press release.   
The Serafin Group is active in

the technical textiles segment,
through its subsidiary Perlon
Nextrusion Monofil GmbH.
Through combined expertise in the
areas of monofilaments, synthetic
brush filaments, abrasive
filaments, and dental/personal care
filaments, products can be supp -
lied to customers worldwide.
Future customers will be

serviced by a group to be formed,
with core  sites located in
Germany, Bobingen (PET),
Munderkingen (abrasive and
synthetic brush filaments), Dormagen (PA) and Wald-
Michelbach (dental filaments). There will be additional

sites in Lexington, SC, (USA), Sejong-Si (South Korea)
and in China, starting in 2016.
“Customers can be assured that they will receive the

same quality of service as in the past, with even more
specialized technical expertise.” 
In the future, the Technical Textiles segment will employ

more than 660 people all over
the world, and generate a
turnover of over 130 million
euros. The production capacity is
more than 20,000 tons, and
comprises nearly all melt
spinnable polymers in the range,
said the company.
Starting on January 1, 2016,

the CEO of the group for
technical textiles will be Florian
Kisling, the current CEO of the
Hahl-Pedex Group. Christlorenz
Bundi, currently the CEO of
Perlon Nextrusion Monofil
GmbH, is joining the advisory
board.
“With employee expertise,

market leadership in various
application areas, and worldwide production facilities the
company is set for  sustainable and long-term growth.”

Hahl Pedex Group Acquired by Serafin Group

Contact person 
Hahl - Pedex Group:
Mr. Florian Kisling 

Phone +49 6207 946 153
f.kisling@hahl-pedex.com.

Contact person  
Perlon Nextrusion:  
Mr. Christlorenz Bundi 
Phone +49 8234 99 25 10

c.bundi@perlonnextrusion.de.

Contact person  
Serafin Group:
Mr. Dino Kitzinger

Tel.: +49 89 30 90 66 90 
Dino.Kitzinger@serafin-gruppe.de.

Florian Kisling Christlorenz Bundi
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ZAHORANSKY again received recertification for its Quality
Management System following ISO 9001, and for the first time for its
Environment ISO 14001 and Energy Management Systems ISO
50001.
The Freiburg, Germany-based Technische Überwachung -

sgemeinschaft TÜg GmbH has confirmed that ZAHORANSKY
AG again complies with
the EN ISO standards for
the quality management
system, and for the first
time it has confirmed the
com  p   any’s compliance
with the environment
man age ment and energy
management system.
The concept of environmental protection has, for many years, been

a topic of importance to the company. 
According to ZAHORANSKY, “The company’s management has

introduced structures which ensure that the individual phases of a
product’s life cycle are marked by quality planning, quality assurance
and protection of the environment. These quality targets give staff and
the workforce the guideline for acting with quality and environmental
awareness.”
In 1994, ZAHORANSKY obtained the first certification for its

Quality Management System under standard ISO 9001, and today
complies with the requirements of standard EN ISO 9001:2008 which

safeguards higher product quality and enhanced customer
satisfaction.
“By launching the Environment Management System under EN

ISO 14001:2009, the company undertakes to prepare ecological
balance sheets, to define environmental targets and to specify an
environmental program which will accomplish a continuous

improvement of the
environmental standards.”
The systematic Energy

Management System under
EN ISO 50001:2011 is
based on capturing the ener -
gy flows in the enterprise
and evaluating the status of

energy efficiency, especially for plant, equipment and machinery
relevant for the total energy consumption. Organizational and tech nical
measures are to be designed to improve the energy-related performance
systematically and in the long term.
“All these standards have been introduced in the five plants of

ZAHORANSKY AG. The objectives of these implemented standards
are, first, to achieve a significant improvement in product quality and,
secondly, to make a noticeable contribution to the protection of the
environment and of the climate by reducing the emission of
greenhouse gases and of CO2 emissions.”

Visit www.zahoransky.com for more information. 

ZAHORANSKY Receives ISO 9001, ISO 14001 
And ISO 50001 Certifications



U.S. government trade figures for the first eight months of 2015 indicate raw
material imports were up in two categories outlined: broom and mop handles
and brush backs, compared to the first eight months of 2014. For August 2015,
three categories outlined reported decreases, hog bristle, broom and mop

handles and metal handles, compared to August 2014.

Import totals for the first eight months of 2015 were up in six finished goods
categories outlined: brooms and brushes of vegetable materials, toothbrushes,
hairbrushes, paint rollers, paintbrushes and upright brooms, compared to the

first eight months of 2014. In August 2015, five categories outlined also
recorded increases: brooms and brushes of vegetable material, toothbrushes,

hairbrushes, paint rollers and paintbrushes, compared to August 2014.

Raw Material Imports
Hog Bristle

The United States imported 10,785 kilograms of hog bristle in August
2015, down 23 percent from 14,074 kilograms imported in August 2014.
During the first eight months of 2015, 158,945 kilograms of hog bristle
were imported, down 14 percent from 184,796 kilograms imported
during the first eight months of 2014.
China sent 155,408 kilograms of hog bristle to the United States during

the first eight months of 2015.
The average price per kilogram for August 2015 was $27.24, up 61

percent from the average price per kilogram for August 2014 of $16.87.
The average price per kilogram for the first eight months of 2015 was
$19.40, up 39 percent from the average price per kilogram of $14 for the
first eight months of 2014.

Broom And Mop Handles
The import total of broom and mop handles during August 2015 was

1.8 million, down 14 percent from 2.1 million for August 2014. During
the first eight months of 2015, 12.7 million broom and mop handles were
imported, up 7 percent from 11.9 million for the first eight months of
2014.
During the first eight months of 2015, the United States received 7.5

million broom and mop handles from Brazil, 2.7 million from Honduras
and 1.8 million from China.
The average price per handle for August 2015 was $1.03, up 10 percent

from 94 cents for August 2014. The average price for the first eight
months of 2015 was 96 cents, up 4 percent from 92 cents for the first
eight months of 2014.

Brush Backs
August 2015 imports of brush backs totaled 537,041, up 44 percent

from 372,061 for August 2014. During the first eight months of 2015, 4.5
million brush backs were imported, up 5 percent from 4.3 million for the
first eight months of 2014.
Canada sent 2.2 million brush backs to the United States during the

first eight months of 2015, while Sri Lanka shipped 1.7 million.
The average price per brush back was 38 cents during August 2015,

down 19 percent from the average price for August 2014 of 47 cents. For

the first eight months of 2015, the average price per brush back was 46
cents, up 1 cent from the average price for the first eight months of 2014.

Metal Handles
The import total of metal handles during August 2015 was 2 million,

down 5 percent from 2.1 million for August 2014. During the first eight
months of 2015, 17.9 million metal handles were imported, down 15
percent from 21 million for the first eight months of 2014.
During the first eight months of 2015, Spain exported 7.8 million metal

handles to the United States, while China sent 7.7 million and Italy
shipped 1.8 million.
The average price per handle for August 2015 was $1.16, down 1 cent

from the average price for August 2014. The average price for the first
eight months of 2015 was $1.01, up 19 percent from the average price for
the first eight months of 2014 of 85 cents.

Finished Goods Imports
Brooms Of Broom Corn

Valued At More Than 96 Cents
The United States imported 619,896 brooms of broom corn valued at

more than 96 cents per broom during August 2015, down 17 percent from
744,926 for August 2014. During the first eight months of 2015, 5 million
brooms of broom corn were imported, down 9 percent from 5.5 million
for the first eight months of 2014.
Mexico shipped nearly all of the brooms to the United States during

the first eight months of 2015.
The average price per broom for August 2015 was $2.52,  down 1 cent

from the average price for August 2014. The average price per broom for
the first eight months of 2015 was $2.56, up 2 percent from the average
price for the first eight months of 2014 of $2.51.

Brooms & Brushes Of Vegetable Material
The import total of brooms and brushes of vegetable material during

August 2015 was 468,182, up 85 percent from 253,095 brooms and
brushes imported during August 2014. During the first eight months of
2015, 4.2 million brooms and brushes were imported, up 163 percent
from 1.6 million for the first eight months of 2014.
Sri Lanka exported 1.5 million brooms and brushes to the United

States during the first eight months of 2015, while Canada and China
each sent 1.1 million.
The average price per unit for August 2015 was $1.08, up 3 percent

from the average price for August 2014 of $1.05. The average price for
the first eight months of 2015 was 99 cents, down 34 percent from the
average price for the first eight months of 2014 of $1.49.

Toothbrushes
The United States imported 99.6 million toothbrushes in August 2015,

up 4 percent from 95.5 million imported in August 2014. During the first
eight months of 2015, 695.7 million toothbrushes were imported, up 5
percent from 663.1 million imported during the first eight months of 2014.
China sent 526.8 million toothbrushes to the United States during the

first eight months of 2015. 
The average price per toothbrush for August 2015 was 22 cents, down

12 percent from the average price for August 2014 of 25 cents. The
average price for the first eight months of 2015 was 24 cents, the same as
the average price for the first eight months of 2014.

Hairbrushes
August 2015 imports of hairbrushes totaled 4.1 million, up 24 percent

from 3.3 million for August 2014. During the first eight months of 2015,
29.3 million hairbrushes were imported, up 25 percent from 23.4 million
for the first eight months of 2014.
China shipped 29.2 million hairbrushes to the United States during the

first eight months of 2015.

Imports/Exports
FINISHED GOODS IMPORTS AND EXPORTS
TRENDING UP

By Rick Mullen |  Broom, Brush & Mop Associate Editor
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The average price per hairbrush was 25 cents during August 2015,
down 11 percent from 28 cents for August 2014. For the first eight months
of 2015, the average price per hairbrush was 25 cents, down 7 percent
from the average price for the first eight months of 2014 of 27 cents.

Shaving Brushes
The United States imported 7.8 million shaving brushes in August

2015, down 42 percent from 13.4 million imported in August 2014.
During the first eight months of 2015, 57 million shaving brushes were
imported, down 19 percent from 70 million imported during the first eight
months of 2014.
China sent 28.2 million shaving brushes to the United States during the

first eight months of 2015, while Germany shipped 22 million.
The average price per shaving brush for August 2015 was 10 cents,

down 1 cent from the average price for August 2014. The average price
for the first eight months of 2015 was 11 cents, up 1 cent from the average
price for the first eight months of 2014.

Paint Rollers
The import total of paint rollers during August 2015 was 6.4 million,

up 42 percent from 4.5 million recorded for August 2014. During the first
eight months of 2015, 47.8 million paint rollers were imported, up 36
percent from 35.2 million during the first eight months of 2014.
China sent 39 million paint rollers to the United States during the first

eight months of 2015, while Mexico exported 4.9 million.
The average price per paint roller for August 2015 was 59 cents, up 23

percent from the average price for August 2014 of 48 cents. The average
price for the first eight months of 2015 was 51 cents, the same as the
average price for the first eight months of 2014.

Paintbrushes
U.S. companies imported 26.7 million paintbrushes during August

2015, up 18 percent from 22.7 million paintbrushes imported during
August 2014. Paintbrush imports for the first eight months of 2015 were
172.3 million, up 14 percent from 151.1 million recorded for the first
eight months of 2014.
China shipped 162.6 million paintbrushes to the United States during

the first eight months of 2015.
The average price per paintbrush for August 2015 was 29 cents, up 7

percent from the average price for August 2014 of 27 cents. The average
price for the first eight months of 2015 was 33 cents, up 14 percent from
29 cents for the first eight months of 2014.

Upright Brooms
The total import of upright brooms for August 2015 was 1.2 million,

down 8 percent from 1.3 million for August 2014. During the first eight
months of 2015, 10.2 million upright brooms were imported, up 3 percent
from 9.9 million imported during the first eight months of 2014. 
China sent 8.6 million upright brooms to the United States during the

first eight months of 2015.
The average price per broom for August 2015 was $1.40, down 9

percent from the average price for August 2014 of $1.54. The average
price per broom for the first eight months of 2015 was $1.42, down 10
percent from $1.58 for the first eight months of 2014.

Exports
Export totals for the first eight months of 2015 were up in all five categories
outlined: brooms and brushes of vegetable materials, toothbrushes, shaving

brushes, artist brushes and paintbrushes, 
compared to the first eight months of 2014.

In August 2015, three categories outlined also reported increases: brooms
and brushes of vegetable materials, toothbrushes and shaving brushes,

compared to August 2014. 

Brooms & Brushes Of Vegetable Materials
The United States exported 9,284 dozen brooms and brushes of

vegetable materials during August 2015, up 84 percent from the August
2014 total of 5,052 dozen. Exports of brooms and brushes of vegetable
materials during the first eight months of 2015 were 58,981 dozen, up 31
percent from 44,872 dozen for the first eight months of 2014.
The United States sent 19,198 dozen brooms and brushes to Canada

during the first eight months of 2015, while China imported 7,834 dozen.  
The average price per dozen brooms and brushes was $59.29 in August

2015, up 12 percent from $53.07 for August 2014. The average price per
dozen brooms and brushes for the first eight months of 2015 was $49.44,
up 22 percent from $40.60 for the average price per dozen for the first
eight months of 2014.

Toothbrushes
During August 2015, the United States exported 15.4 million

toothbrushes, up 52 percent from the total recorded in August 2014 of
10.1 million. During the first eight months of 2015, 113.3 million
toothbrushes were exported, up 17 percent from 97.1 million exported
during the first eight months of 2014.
The United States exported 26.6 million toothbrushes to Canada, 24.3

million to Germany and 22 million to Mexico, during the first eight
months of 2015.
The average price per toothbrush for August 2015 was 47 cents, down

24 percent from 62 cents for August 2014. The average price per
toothbrush for the first eight months of 2015 was 48 cents, down 4
percent from 50 cents for the first eight months of 2014.

Shaving Brushes
The United States exported 2.1 million shaving brushes during August

2015, up 40 percent from 1.5 million shaving brushes exported for August
2014. During the first eight months of 2015, 11.4 million shaving brushes
were exported, up 19 percent from 9.6 million for the first eight months
of 2014.
Brazil imported 4 million shaving brushes from the United States

during the first eight months of 2015, while Canada received 3.1 million
and Mexico imported 1.5 million.
The average price per shaving brush for August 2015 was $1.05, down

24 percent from the average price for August 2014 of $1.39. The average
price for the first eight months of 2015 was $1.12, down 16 percent from
$1.34 for the first eight months of 2014.

Artist Brushes
August 2015 exports of artist brushes totaled 1.2 million, down 8

percent from the August 2014 total of 1.3 million artist brushes. During the
first eight months of 2015, 8.2 million artist brushes were exported, up 14
percent from 7.2 million for the first eight months of 2014.
Canada received 5.2 million artist brushes from the United States during

the first eight months of 2015.
The average price per artist brush was $2.03 during August 2015, up 7

percent from the average price for August 2014 of $1.90. For the first eight
months of 2015, the average price per artist brush was $2.41, down 7
percent from the average price for the first eight months of 2014 of $2.60.

Paintbrushes
The export total of paintbrushes during August 2015 was 106,331,

down 25 percent from 141,831 for August 2014. During the first eight
months of 2015, 1.1 million paintbrushes were exported, up 10 percent
from 1 million during the first eight months of 2014.
Canada imported 508,477 paintbrushes from the United States during the

first eight months of 2015, while the United Kingdom received 233,523.
The average price per paintbrush for August 2015 was $13.80, down 12

percent from $15.73 for August 2014. The average price for the first eight
months of 2015 was $12.50, down 24 percent from $16.44 recorded for
the first eight months of 2014.
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Domestic Merchandise
1404902000 Broomcorn (Sorghum Vulgare Var. Technicum)
Used Primarily In Brooms Or In Brushes, Whether or Not

In Hanks or Bundles
                              August                               Year To Date                        
Country            Net Q/Ton               Value            Net Q/Ton               Value
St K N                                                                                   1               3,784
France                                                                                   4             14,688
TOTAL                                                                                  5             18,472

9603100000 Brooms & Brushes, Consisting of Twigs or Other
Vegetable Materials Bound Together, With or Without Handles

                              August                               Year To Date                        
Country        Net Q/Dozen               Value       Net Q/Dozen               Value
Canada                     2,331           104,374                  19,198           821,773
Mexico                                                                           2,412             84,627
Guatmal                                                                              89               2,950
Hondura                                                                            106               3,500
C Rica                                                                            2,014             45,761
Panama                         96               2,659                         96               2,659
Bermuda                                                                        3,693           128,517
Bahamas                                                                           294             54,755
Jamaica                                                                              16               5,476
Turk Is                                                                                 97               3,208
Cayman                                                                              49               3,069
Haiti                                                                                   118               3,891
St K N                                                                               573             10,541
Dominca                                                                            304               6,242
S Lucia                                                                              917             11,083
Trinid                            100               2,745                       100               2,745
Curaco                                                                              329             10,731
Guadlpe                                                                            150             10,047
Colomb                                                                          1,144             20,957
Venez                                                                                151               2,812
Ecuador                                                                            106             16,266
Chile                                                                                    22               6,374
Brazil                                                                              1,143             18,489
Argent                                                                               600             17,196
U King                          543             24,590                    3,571           164,961
Ireland                                                                                 93             13,500
Germany                                                                           611             20,400
Poland                                                                               135               9,768
Israel                                                                                     9               3,400
Kuwait                                                                               583           151,306
S Arab                                                                            1,667             92,323
Qatar                                                                                     6               2,808
India                               10               4,190                         10               4,190
Singapr                                                                          1,873           130,161
Phil R                                                                             1,078             55,525
China                        5,308           175,000                    7,834           328,210
Kor Rep                                                                            959             39,297
Hg Kong                                                                         1,934             50,680
Japan                                                                                989             26,873
Austral                          896           236,931                    2,959           467,497
Egypt                                                                                 697             29,662
Nigeria                                                                              150               9,504
Rep Saf                                                                             102             22,472
TOTAL                      9,284           550,489                  58,981        2,916,206

                                          9603210000 Toothbrushes
                              August                               Year To Date                        
Country             Net Q/No.               Value            Net Q/No.               Value
Canada              3,846,884        3,043,420           26,617,572      21,745,990
Mexico               3,566,889        1,122,203           22,010,225        7,364,156
Guatmal                                                                         2,479             28,215
Salvadr                                                                         16,184           119,078
Hondura                                                                         9,513             21,373
Nicarag                                                                          5,670               9,372

C Rica                                                                            1,164             10,122
Panama                198,479           119,868             2,702,558        1,610,831
Bermuda                                                                        1,408               7,999
Jamaica                                                                       45,434             16,191
Cayman                                                                         2,643             27,040
Haiti                                                                                   156               3,711
Dom Rep                   2,878             29,444                472,792           386,501
B Virgn                                                                              771               7,884
Antigua                                                                           9,864               8,917
S Lucia                                                                         13,561             16,546
Barbado                       622               6,243                    1,619             16,441
Trinid                       67,787             85,124                556,745           849,048
S Maarte                                                                           859               7,056
Curaco                                                                       459,601           174,478
Aruba                                                                           25,302             18,581
Martinq                                                                              212               6,223
Colomb                                                                      550,717           444,539
Guyana                        890             13,459                  40,579             97,021
Surinam                                                                         1,930               6,471
Ecuador                     4,536             39,338                    4,536             39,338
Chile                          3,072             11,581                  14,226             46,629
Brazil                                                                            31,322           179,698
Paragua                                                                         2,627             26,875
Uruguay                    3,147             32,201                107,584           187,408
Argent                                                                     4,306,911        1,156,147
Iceland                                                                              276               2,725
Denmark                                                                        3,024               4,418
U King                     38,517             27,855                154,874           180,094
Ireland                   218,992           110,313             1,810,393           696,246
Nethlds                    51,690             40,031                110,261           488,190
Belgium                                                                   2,058,402           375,484
France                                                                          23,492             44,101
Germany            3,431,964           426,925           24,304,508        4,118,899
Czech                 1,436,321           664,127             5,009,241        2,258,620
Hungary                                                                     148,032             76,522
Switzld                                                                       997,913           168,474
Lithuan                         780               4,125                  11,828             36,724
Poland                                                                               425               4,350
Russia                                                                            5,100             15,252
Armenia                                                                         1,383               3,561
Turkmen                                                                            315               3,221
Spain                            720               8,928                       720               8,928
Italy                         27,696             12,184                  35,117             44,872
Slvenia                                                                              697               7,129
Greece                                                                              362               3,705
Cyprus                                                                           1,487               6,175
Israel                         1,250             11,255                    4,408             27,743
Kuwait                                                                            4,752             24,489
S Arab                                                                            5,760               6,552
Arab Em                119,022             43,915                213,932           136,110
India                          1,065               6,605             1,881,976           736,418
Burma                                                                            6,000               9,228
Thailnd                         693               7,087                314,331             63,570
Malaysa                                                                         2,823             12,545
Singapr                                                                        15,624             27,354
Indnsia                                                                         74,490             32,305
Phil R                           844               8,640                  35,918             56,411
China                    315,978           228,454             5,201,492        3,109,236
Kor Rep                 973,946           537,355             6,186,527        3,739,263
Hg Kong             1,027,765           517,410             4,879,607        2,314,810
Taiwan                       1,728               7,490                342,464           282,801
Japan                      27,871             28,720             1,316,910           375,316
Austral                          329               3,367                157,773             73,251
Libya                                                                                   80               2,880
Rep Saf                                                                             473               4,838
TOTAL             15,372,355        7,197,667         113,339,954      54,222,689

9603290000 Shaving Brushes, Hairbrushes, Nail Brushes,
Eyelash Brushes & Other Toilet Brushes For Use on the Person

                              August                               Year To Date                        
Country             Net Q/No.               Value           Net Q./No.               Value
Canada                 748,139           476,981             3,087,479        3,063,443
Mexico                  338,136           378,066             1,535,956        2,460,533
Guatmal                       262             13,516                    1,233             21,396
Belize                                                                             1,198             64,017

exports
AUGUST EXPORTS BY COUNTRY
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Hondura                                                                              88               3,260
C Rica                                                                          36,775             57,320
Panama                                                                       25,721             52,790
Bahamas                                                                           405               3,705
Dom Rep                                                                     10,375             35,826
Trinid                       49,836             95,366                165,095           265,827
Curaco                                                                           4,160               2,813
Colomb                                                                        12,843             26,496
Venez                                                                           10,318             19,990
Surinam                                                                         1,440               2,811
Ecuador                                                                     173,428           194,706
Peru                                                                                  482               9,799
Chile                          7,200               2,520                  35,666             60,509
Brazil                     216,000             49,768             4,027,963        1,176,640
Paragua                                                                         8,553             38,470
Argent                   144,000             33,653                568,689           280,279
Norway                           94               3,320                       141               5,970
Finland                                                                              603               5,514
U King                     50,267           114,440                195,705           624,845
Nethlds                      8,052             81,813                  25,359           366,191
Belgium                        338               3,087                  10,934             84,963
France                     55,550           142,351                140,224           394,011
Germany                 31,739             89,192                108,940           362,539
Austria                                                                               100               8,690
Switzld                                                                           5,295             48,418
Poland                                                                            1,023               9,354
Russia                       2,856               6,884                  11,945             30,815
Spain                                                                            11,048             18,718
Italy                                                                                1,483             16,762
Turkey                     12,480             21,645                  44,315             85,739
Cyprus                                                                           1,008               2,851
Israel                                                                              1,368               3,067
Jordan                                                                            8,391               2,932
Kuwait                                                                            5,439             51,012
S Arab                                                                          10,573             40,257
Arab Em                    4,404             12,037                  31,345           123,156
India                                                                               3,061             32,648
Singapr                         626               3,283                133,368           443,442
Phil R                             50               3,143                       316             25,472
China                    399,200           308,581                664,793           721,816
Kor Rep                     9,167             40,277                  50,228           260,492
Hg Kong                    3,666             23,127                  29,698           168,784
Taiwan                       4,584             25,978                  32,806           114,718
Japan                      13,722           118,602                  30,043           250,902
Austral                     21,627           162,263                  87,842           489,575
N Zeal                                                                            6,788             10,914
Nigeria                            68               7,500                         68               7,500
Rep Saf                        162               9,078                    1,928             19,389
TOTAL               2,122,225        2,226,471           11,364,045      12,672,086

9603300000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes and Similar Brushes
for the Application of Cosmetics

                              August                               Year To Date                        
Country             Net Q/No.               Value            Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                 637,210        1,065,696             5,161,849        9,674,969
Mexico                    24,198             85,764                378,297        1,182,451
Guatmal                                                                            196               3,173
Salvadr                                                                              144               7,426
Nicarag                        180               3,575                    2,856             13,448
C Rica                                                                          25,842           108,284
Panama                                                                         4,059             25,899
Jamaica                                                                         3,296             12,160
Cayman                                                                         1,969               7,265
Haiti                                                                                1,644             21,727
Dom Rep                                                                     38,791             47,509
B Virgn                                                                              111               4,243
Barbado                                                                         3,797               7,013
Trinid                                                                              1,695             26,410
Guadlpe                                                                            729               2,691
Martinq                                                                           1,220               4,503
Colomb                     7,347             27,108                  27,022           181,525
Venez                                                                             2,806               9,074
Ecuador                                                                       60,301           211,773
Peru                                                                               4,310             14,180
Chile                          2,304               3,403                  21,847             41,032
Brazil                       69,484           259,848                168,799           629,343

Paragua                     4,411             64,336                  22,239           130,113
Uruguay                                                                         2,363               8,717
Argent                                                                            1,738             15,247
Iceland                                                                         11,673             43,071
Sweden                                                                        17,533             69,792
Norway                                                                         51,508           215,289
Finland                                                                           2,877             13,282
Denmark                        86               4,764                         86               4,764
U King                     81,325           275,509                535,114        1,730,431
Ireland                       6,355             14,758                  14,801             42,200
Nethlds                      3,898             12,025                  83,673           340,043
Belgium                   23,661             87,300                  37,719           139,166
France                       3,688             13,608                  75,816           294,443
Germany                 17,133             73,262                102,656           395,650
Hungary                    3,137             11,574                  13,581             44,206
Switzld                                                                         10,230             50,383
Estonia                         860               3,174                       860               3,174
Latvia                        2,816             10,390                    6,695             24,704
Lithuan                                                                           2,000               4,860
Poland                                                                            5,465             20,166
Russia                          770               5,184                    4,648             27,012
Spain                                                                            19,692             79,341
Italy                           1,416               5,226                  21,906             86,086
Slvenia                      3,769               6,677                    5,593             23,268
Greece                                                                              194               2,550
Turkey                                                                        205,694           761,435
Lebanon                                                                         1,329               4,903
Iraq                                                                                 1,086               6,262
Israel                                                                            37,805             88,013
Jordan                                                                               692               2,554
Kuwait                       3,911             22,371                    6,619             36,746
S Arab                                                                          20,565             87,226
Qatar                                                                                 288               2,700
Arab Em                    2,150             29,778                  12,382             81,964
Bahrain                                                                           1,118               4,124
India                                                                               3,905             31,678
Thailnd                      2,807             10,358                  51,837           193,066
Vietnam                                                                        12,408             45,781
Malaysa                    6,957             25,666                  30,622           118,186
Singapr                         593               3,024                    2,610             25,861
Indnsia                                                                           2,512               9,268
Phil R                                                                             2,070               7,636
China                        8,820             32,543                  91,591           338,928
Kor Rep                     1,370               9,863                  58,908           262,860
Hg Kong                284,200           217,068                354,361           529,038
Taiwan                                                                            7,077             41,560
Japan                                                                           93,104           345,301
Austral                     17,877             84,035                155,092           484,241
N Zeal                       5,365             16,515                  12,249             43,693
Fiji                                960               2,699                       960               2,699
Sier Ln                          112               3,575                       112               3,575
Nigeria                                                                           2,772             14,794
Uganda                        955               6,540                       955               6,540
Rep Saf                                                                        32,131             51,895
TOTAL               1,230,125        2,497,216             8,165,094      19,676,583

9603402000 Paint Rollers
                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value            Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                  112,980           191,377                831,492        1,648,484
Mexico                    19,680             25,990                129,644           287,900
Hondura                                                                       14,026             17,130
C Rica                                                                          19,280           113,604
Panama                    9,650             22,550                  69,463           192,907
Bermuda                                                                        5,710             13,690
Bahamas                                                                      11,455             73,593
Jamaica                                                                         1,716               4,749
Cayman                                                                            780               5,964
Dom Rep                   7,884             36,570                  45,272           148,309
Trinid                                                                            17,718             54,881
Colomb                                                                          2,785             48,879
Peru                                                                               8,374             14,560
Chile                                                                                  395               2,657
Brazil                         3,954               7,689                    4,179             11,633
Finland                                                                              147               2,580
U King                          732               4,644                    1,161             26,429
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Ireland                                                                            2,856             11,582
Nethlds                                                                                46               3,663
Belgium                                                                               10               2,571
Germany                   3,644               5,878                  31,858             76,188
Czech                                                                                  42             11,280
Hungary                                                                            151               2,650
Lithuan                                                                           4,114             16,195
Italy                                                                                1,148               8,055
Bulgar                             72               7,579                         72               7,579
Turkey                                                                                 73               6,934
Israel                                                                                 461               8,083
S Arab                     43,200             29,376                108,000             88,632
Oman                                                                                600               3,216
India                                                                             13,908             72,683
Thailnd                           64               7,450                       113             13,067
Malaysa                                                                         5,261             25,666
Singapr                                                                          1,004               3,300
China                                                                                560               6,597
Kor Rep                     1,700               4,097                  34,684           118,848
Hg Kong                       480             29,200                       820             50,100
Taiwan                                                                                 20               2,552
Austral                       2,465             45,856                  22,159             99,428
N Zeal                          239               4,203                    4,738             30,949
Fiji                                                                                  5,250               6,850
Ghana                                                                            2,000               3,134
Rep Saf                                                                      241,024           173,770
TOTAL                  206,744           422,459             1,644,569        3,521,521

                                          9603404020 Paint Pads
                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value            Net Q/No.               Value
Mexico                      6,459             45,845                  90,953           162,926
Nicarag                     5,353             38,000                    5,353             38,000
Panama                                                                            309               9,332
Dom Rep                                                                          418               2,965
Trinid                                                                                 682               4,840
Colomb                     1,620               3,090                    1,620               3,090
Peru                                                                               1,476               5,766
Chile                                                                                  141               3,339
Brazil                         6,664             35,013                  21,790           131,553
Argent                                                                            1,440               5,387
Falk Is                                                                            6,283             44,603
Finland                                                                           6,000             12,360
U King                                                                          15,972             71,151
Spain                                                                                 399               2,832
Malaysa                                                                         1,320               3,744
Singapr                                                                          3,026             14,351
Japan                                                                             1,200               2,844
Austral                                                                          15,958             43,910
Nigeria                                                                              434               3,080
TOTAL                    20,096           121,948                174,774           566,073

9603404050 Paint, Distemper, Varnish or Similar Brushes
(Except Brushes of 9603.30)

                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value            Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                   57,791           706,653                508,477        6,666,036
Mexico                      1,502             15,959                  22,492           335,697
Guatmal                                                                         3,536             27,145
Salvadr                      1,234             25,599                    1,281             29,124
Hondura                                                                         8,092             42,383
Nicarag                                                                             497               6,140
C Rica                          405               8,400                    1,288             31,290
Panama                       399               8,072                    8,650           186,404
Bermuda                                                                           506             10,506
Bahamas                                                                        2,306             58,138
Jamaica                                                                         1,315             27,288
Cayman                                                                            132               2,744
Haiti                              480               2,736                       480               2,736
Dom Rep                                                                       1,020               5,385
B Virgn                                                                           1,060             26,525
S Vn Gr                                                                             280               5,799
Grenada                                                                              45               4,975
Barbado                    1,243             19,720                    1,411             23,198
Trinid                            316             12,305                    4,631             46,077
Colomb                        864             17,920                    2,025             42,014

Venez                                                                                357               7,403
Ecuador                                                                         4,607           131,888
Chile                                                                               1,476             24,706
Brazil                                                                              6,030           132,578
Argent                       2,139             44,367                    4,667             96,792
Finland                                                                              660             23,157
Denmark                                                                           398               8,262
U King                       2,667             16,236                233,523        1,833,824
Ireland                          441               9,450                       989             27,879
Nethlds                                                                           7,735             56,480
Luxmbrg                         27               2,665                         63               5,330
France                                                                            3,138             51,697
Germany                      693             21,324                  13,188           169,948
Slovak                                                                               702             14,555
Switzld                          139               2,884                       278               5,768
Lithuan                      1,513             31,374                    1,888             36,909
Poland                                                                               859             17,171
Russia                                                                            5,196           107,766
Spain                                                                                   56               7,799
Italy                                                                                1,582             12,803
Slvenia                                                                              275               5,710
Turkey                     10,024             40,174                  18,882           102,814
Lebanon                                                                            606             15,485
Iraq                                                                                    300               3,979
Israel                                                                              2,059             42,714
S Arab                          900               7,643                    6,291             55,676
Arab Em                                                                            977             15,999
India                                                                                  151               3,135
Pakistn                                                                                40               3,560
Thailnd                                                                              648               4,655
Malaysa                       906               5,173                    2,591             33,197
Singapr                         317               6,566                    7,513           131,445
Phil R                                                                             4,209             33,171
China                           909             14,050                    8,994           177,954
Kor Rep                   14,386           298,392                134,029        2,191,048
Hg Kong                    3,241             67,228                  14,239           144,170
Taiwan                                                                            3,558             40,242
Japan                                                                             3,065             33,757
Austral                                                                          44,622           487,731
New Gui                                                                            313               6,500
N Zeal                            18               4,371                  20,902           215,551
Samoa                                                                           1,213             12,497
Egypt                            209               4,341                       209               4,341
Nigeria                       3,568             74,000                    5,262             98,093
Gabon                                                                               480               9,950
Chad                                                                                 480               7,603
Rep Saf                                                                             148               3,070
TOTAL                  106,331        1,467,602             1,138,972      14,236,366

9603900000 Hand-Operated Mechanical Floor Sweepers,
Not Motorized, Mops & Feather Dusters; Prepared Knots & Tufts

for Broom or Brush Making, NESOI
                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value            Net Q/No.               Value
Greenld                                                                             335               2,592
Canada                 225,630        2,659,321             1,879,102      22,833,356
Mexico                    44,227           570,433                339,960        4,073,566
Guatmal                                                                         3,822             45,300
Belize                                                                                690               5,808
Salvadr                         628               7,962                    2,695             47,188
Hondura                    4,620             40,754                  15,168           108,349
Nicarag                                                                          1,351             13,274
C Rica                       1,478             13,657                  30,030           322,270
Panama                    2,088             33,865                  12,569           152,446
Bermuda                                                                           318               5,164
Bahamas                      635               5,159                    9,467             63,445
Jamaica                                                                         2,148             27,229
Cayman                                                                         2,941             31,610
Haiti                                                                                1,051             10,372
Dom Rep                                                                       6,025             98,717
B Virgn                                                                              211               3,776
St K N                                                                            1,080               3,153
S Lucia                                                                           1,320               4,225
Grenada                                                                         1,177               2,715
Barbado                                                                              40               6,221
Trinid                            958             16,993                    3,001             48,852
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Curaco                           72               4,312                    1,029             15,546
Aruba                           600               3,486                       636               6,051
Martinq                      2,263             36,700                    2,263             36,700
Colomb                        748             12,896                  11,171           194,405
Venez                                                                         107,352        1,194,038
Guyana                                                                             542               6,205
Ecuador                     1,709               3,848                  14,304             79,746
Peru                          1,231             24,471                  13,095           203,818
Bolivia                                                                            3,419             74,821
Chile                             386               6,263                  10,222           192,621
Brazil                         2,186             34,235                  50,445           586,747
Paragua                                                                       11,437             36,499
Uruguay                                                                         4,779             77,515
Argent                          633             10,261                    6,670             76,675
Iceland                                                                           1,112             22,414
Sweden                                                                          2,465             54,188
Norway                      6,636             58,773                  11,021           105,454
Finland                                                                           1,168             22,509
Denmark                   7,488             41,815                  28,434           234,710
U King                     14,042           130,668                127,413        1,146,296
Ireland                          803             13,012                    5,538           138,891
Nethlds                      3,206             54,985                  65,668           494,558
Belgium                     7,919             98,168                  50,882           529,480
Luxmbrg                         50               2,573                       700             33,032
France                       1,510             53,470                  11,436           267,530
Germany                   1,513             28,606                  37,070           522,826
Czech                                                                                352               7,271
Hungary                                                                         1,511             26,296
Switzld                                                                           3,347             58,698
Estonia                                                                              550                3,111
Latvia                                                                             3,144             38,035
Lithuan                                                                              527               8,545
Poland                          911             14,781                    7,906             68,641
Russia                       3,243             19,892                  11,368             79,127
Azerbjn                         400               3,087                       400               3,087
Kazakhs                                                                            300               4,858
Spain                                                                              5,408             61,163
Portugl                       2,484             40,278                    3,713             54,664
Gibralt                                                                                 33               5,914
Italy                           1,028             16,684                  14,313           217,580
Greece                                                                              511               8,280
Romania                                                                        1,200               3,312
Turkey                          533               7,915                    4,264             40,707
Lebanon                                                                         1,090             10,400
Iraq                                                                                    163               3,370
Israel                                                                              8,374           112,380
Jordan                                                                            1,332             21,600
Kuwait                                                                            7,362           112,473
S Arab                       1,503             65,693                  65,299           956,002
Qatar                                                                              4,080             64,096
Arab Em                    1,668               9,850                  32,312           317,094
Bahrain                                                                             141               2,786
Afghan                                                                           1,727             27,143
India                          2,987             48,460                  18,258           260,605
Pakistn                                                                              428               5,116
Sri Lka                                                                                80               3,799
Thailnd                         206               6,432                    2,743             52,356
Vietnam                                                                          2,295             40,657
Cambod                                                                            330               2,969
Malaysa                       512               8,303                    5,294             99,580
Singapr                      6,290             97,669                  41,202           548,377
Indnsia                      1,304               4,134                    1,554             12,392
Phil R                        1,589             43,615                  16,459           231,564
Macau                                                                               455               7,386
Maldive                                                                               85               4,362
China                        7,833           119,900                  68,750           660,792
Kor Rep                   12,582           199,205                  29,525           377,527
Hg Kong                  23,305           368,691                162,006        2,516,097
Taiwan                          513               8,315                    8,912           158,537
Japan                      24,210           306,505                327,487        4,867,680
Austral                     17,034           204,038                  75,157           803,015
N Zeal                       7,404             54,426                  16,427           144,533
Fiji                                                                                     802             13,010
Moroc                                                                                975               6,435
Egypt                                                                              3,312             20,808
Togo                                                                                  850             15,360

Nigeria                                                                          11,959           267,271
Gabon                                                                            2,310             37,462
Burkina                                                                              650               6,500
Angola                                                                            1,106             20,267
Djibuti                                                                             1,022             16,570
Tnzania                                                                               68               4,101
Madagas                                                                           500             12,805
Rep Saf                     3,590             26,851                  15,062           121,964
TOTAL                  454,388        5,641,410             3,891,562      47,919,433

0502100000 Pigs’, Hogs’ or Boars’ Bristles
and Hair and Waste Thereof

                              August                               Year To Date
Country            Net Q/KG               Value            Net Q/KG               Value
Germany                                                                           518             20,604
Thailnd                                                                           1,269             27,247
China                      10,785           293,789                155,408        3,016,552
Kor Rep                                                                         1,750             19,115
TOTAL                    10,785           293,789                158,945        3,083,518

0502900000 Badger Hair and Other
Brushmaking Hair and Waste Thereof

                              August                               Year To Date
Country           Net Q/KG               Value            Net Q/KG               Value
Thailnd                         736             40,753                    3,732           149,262
China                           592             11,606                  13,287           398,265
Japan                               3               7,747                           3               7,747
TOTAL                      1,331             60,106                  17,022           555,274

0511993300 Horsehair and Horsehair Waste, Whether or Not
Put Up As A Layer With or Without Supporting Material

                              August                               Year To Date
Country            Net Q/KG               Value            Net Q/KG               Value
Brazil                                                                                     1               3,107
Paragua                  10,000           132,828                  42,271           544,744
Germany                                                                      18,975           168,739
China                      32,448           561,050                153,295        2,275,714
Austral                                                                                   2               2,282
TOTAL                    42,448           693,878                214,544        2,994,586
                                          

1404903000 Istle Used Primarily In Brooms or In Brushes,
Whether or Not In Hanks or Bundles

                              August                               Year To Date
Country           Net Q/KG               Value            Net Q/KG               Value
Mexico                    50,931           249,336                292,882        1,587,592
China                             39               3,148                       249             17,796
TOTAL                    50,970           252,484                293,131        1,605,388

4417002000 Broom and Mop Handles, 1.9 CM or More In
Diameter and 97 CM or More In Length, Of Wood

                              August                               Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
Mexico                                                                          46,110             45,874
Salvadr                                                                           7,800               2,345
Hondura                462,286           253,036             2,710,027        1,615,766
Dom Rep                                                                     49,068             64,186
Colomb                     6,792               3,602                  28,068             13,549
Brazil                  1,029,165        1,239,532             7,491,814        8,526,243
Sri Lka                                                                           4,800               8,339
Indnsia                   118,414           159,627                580,139           661,194
China                    145,561           157,138             1,783,083        1,309,407
Hg Kong                                                                         2,808               7,342
Taiwan                       3,240               2,599                    7,416               5,905
TOTAL               1,765,458        1,815,534           12,711,133      12,260,150

4417004000 Paint Brush and Paint Roller Handles, Of Wood
                              August                               Year To Date
Country    Net Q/Variable               Value     Net Q/Variable               Value

imports
AUGUST IMPORTS BY COUNTRY
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Germany                                                                                              62,558
Czech                                              31,089                                          65,268
Poland                                             92,566                                        288,982
Italy                                               625,842                                     5,942,183
Thailnd                                            20,089                                          95,930
Indnsia                                          125,630                                     1,080,006
China                                              18,440                                     1,306,411
Hg Kong                                            4,475                                            4,475
Taiwan                                                                                                    3,051
TOTAL                                          918,131                                     8,848,864

4417006000 Brush Backs, Of Wood
                              August                               Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                 221,680             79,892             2,191,294           920,888
Mexico                                                                           3,708             14,115
Hondura                                                                     310,660           144,556
India                                                                               3,936               4,460
Sri Lka                   224,391           101,043             1,650,776           870,869
Indnsia                    90,970             21,133                283,943             74,229
China                                                                           99,691             38,957
TOTAL                  537,041           202,068             4,544,008        2,068,074
                                          

4417008010 Tool Handles of Wood
                              August                               Year To Date
Country     Net Q/Variable               Value     Net Q/Variable               Value
Canada                                           18,091                                        198,351
Mexico                                            46,744                                        454,173
Guatmal                                                                                               75,149
Hondura                                                                                             445,916
Brazil                                             244,425                                     1,690,888
Nethlds                                                                                                   7,588
Czech                                                                                                   36,839
Switzld                                                                                                   2,297
Spain                                                                                                    62,709
Italy                                                 95,385                                        402,263
India                                                                                                     21,071
Vietnam                                           54,453                                        382,187
Indnsia                                            25,350                                          96,394
China                                              50,019                                        664,615
Taiwan                                           104,074                                        557,102
TOTAL                                          638,541                                     5,097,542

4417008090 Tools, Tool Bodies, Broom or Brush Bodies,
Shoe Lasts and Trees, of Wood

                              August                               Year To Date
Country    Net Q/Variable               Value     Net Q/Variable               Value
Canada                                           12,067                                        219,162
Mexico                                              7,609                                        112,228
Hondura                                                                                                 6,915
C Rica                                                                                                    2,606
Chile                                              657,164                                     5,411,305
Brazil                                                                                                  494,892
Denmark                                           5,104                                            5,104
U King                                             16,603                                        137,744
France                                             21,359                                          67,842
Germany                                                                                              76,707
Austria                                                                                                  41,742
Switzld                                                                                                 42,340
Spain                                                                                                    19,938
Italy                                                 31,552                                          88,020
Croatia                                                                                                   4,376
Romania                                                                                                4,857
India                                                87,376                                     1,136,941
Pakistn                                              3,161                                            3,161
Sri Lka                                             54,551                                        499,313
Thailnd                                                                                                 26,505
Vietnam                                                                                              102,652
Indnsia                                                                                                 95,100
China                                            731,008                                     3,562,618
Kor Rep                                                                                                 4,875
Hg Kong                                                                                               39,236
Taiwan                                             41,018                                          81,444
Japan                                            134,271                                     1,935,277
TOTAL                                       1,802,843                                   14,222,900

7326908576 Metal Handles For Brooms, Mops, Paint Applicators
                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value            Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                          25             10,300                         25             10,300
Mexico                                                                       376,821           136,447
Cayman                                                                                1               7,250
Brazil                       18,240             10,409                  96,888             60,263
Sweden                                                                          1,090             21,594
Denmark                      250               2,564                    1,725             28,263
Germany                          6               5,728                    1,206               9,132
Spain                     820,749           439,104             7,817,734        3,378,232
Italy                       216,080           593,542             1,766,282        4,933,434
Israel                                                                              3,480               2,667
China                    978,918        1,305,122             7,676,468        9,463,073
Kor Rep                                                                              32             11,500
Hg Kong                    2,500               2,562                  15,500             19,313
Taiwan                                                                        144,742             70,528
TOTAL               2,036,768        2,369,331           17,901,994      18,151,996

9603100500 Wiskbrooms, of Broom Corn, LT=.96 EA. Prior to Entry
or Withdrawal for Consumption of 61,655 Dozen In Calendar Year

                              August                               Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
China                                                                           61,392             53,964
TOTAL                                                                         61,392             53,964

9603104000 Other Brooms, of Broomcorn, LT=.96 EA, At Entry or
Withdrawal For Consumption of GT=121,478 Dozen in Calendar Year
                              August                               Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
Mexico                      8,412               6,461                  80,304             61,199
TOTAL                      8,412               6,461                  80,304             61,199

9603105000 Other Brooms, of Broomcorn, LT=.96 EA, Prior to Entry or
Withdrawal For Consumption of GT=121,478 Dozen in Calendar Year
                              August                               Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
Mexico                                                                           5,130               5,113
TOTAL                                                                           5,130               5,113

9603106000 Other Brooms, Of Broomcorn, Valued Over .96 Each
                              August                               Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
Mexico                  619,896        1,559,541             4,978,953      12,757,666
Hondura                                                                         5,232             11,877
China                                                                           33,964             67,929
Japan                                                                                    1               3,039
TOTAL                  619,896        1,559,541             5,018,150      12,840,511

9603109000 Brooms & Brushes, Consisting of Twigs
or Other Vegetable Materials Bound Together,

With or Without Handles, NESOI
                              August                               Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                 104,121           133,869             1,123,298        1,451,746
Mexico                      3,220             13,941                  27,448           102,151
C Rica                                                                            3,240               4,690
Colomb                                                                          3,600               2,990
France                                                                               510               3,952
Germany                                                                        2,370             24,620
Switzld                                                                                12               3,968
Estonia                                                                           1,508             50,970
Italy                                                                              29,603             51,250
Israel                            900               4,619                       900               4,619
India                          2,500               3,680                  42,986             50,956
Pakistn                                                                           7,150               6,029
Sri Lka                   171,642           195,809             1,538,701        1,403,386
Thailnd                      8,775             15,393                  32,175             61,862
Vietnam                 101,590             64,644                241,110           233,083
Phil R                        5,200               7,345                  27,160             55,867
China                      70,232             57,460             1,104,743           619,696
Kor Rep                                                                         1,436               5,948
Japan                               2               7,475                  13,271             14,268
TOTAL                  468,182           504,235             4,201,221        4,152,051
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9603210000 Toothbrushes, Incl. Dental-Plate Brushes
                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                   51,357             20,593                278,858           159,069
Mexico                  254,016           150,290             1,895,845        1,127,451
Guatmal                538,632             81,209           10,048,120        2,261,024
Brazil                     131,688             36,529                746,280           229,263
Sweden                   52,460             34,756                284,712           265,864
U King                                                                            1,085               4,486
Ireland                   442,320           295,427             4,339,264        2,203,597
Nethlds                                                                       186,008             39,763
France                                                                            8,000               6,386
Germany            2,312,945        1,881,609           20,622,231      14,468,974
Hungary                  16,512             21,684                118,608           139,056
Switzld                3,189,808        2,663,885           34,557,113      25,744,209
Italy                           3,024               6,556                125,556           604,902
India                   5,165,422        1,126,416           32,171,146        5,995,568
Thailnd                  237,048             66,980             1,031,136           297,861
Vietnam              3,356,534           228,486           40,088,308        3,546,398
Malaysa                                                                  1,863,096           212,624
Indnsia                                                                       226,980             86,965
China               80,382,625      15,003,786         526,787,046    106,449,467
Kor Rep                 247,200           136,079             2,324,986           852,034
Hg Kong                    5,208               8,635                204,942             61,390
Taiwan                2,071,503           499,137           14,096,133        3,172,612
Japan                 1,127,980           124,591             3,650,238           664,965
TOTAL             99,586,282      22,386,648         695,655,691    168,593,928

9603294010 Hairbrushes, Valued Not Over .40 Each
                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
Italy                                                                              50,252             14,939
China                 4,082,783        1,030,077           29,170,100        7,371,067
Hg Kong                                                                       22,010               8,333
Taiwan                     12,096               3,898                  24,192               7,536
TOTAL               4,094,879        1,033,975           29,266,554        7,401,875

9603294090 Shaving Brushes, Nail Brushes,
Eyelash Brushes & Other Toilet Brushes For Use On The Person,

Valued Not Over .40 Each
                              August                               Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
Mexico                                                                       550,840             91,370
Nethlds                                                                         67,076               4,101
Germany               615,700           125,131           21,987,610        1,769,079
Italy                       450,000               7,650             4,184,072             87,159
India                                                                           376,320             10,903
Thailnd                                                                         89,122             17,203
China                 6,429,356           630,044           28,172,153        3,766,184
Kor Rep                   25,000               6,550                524,812             43,403
Hg Kong                                                                       90,240             24,247
Taiwan                     91,000             18,407                597,752           154,646
Japan                    160,000             26,164                350,144             60,646
TOTAL               7,771,056           813,946           56,990,141        6,028,941

9603302000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes & Similar Brushes For
Application Of Cosmetics, Valued Not Over .05 Each

                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value            Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                                                                      150,000               5,118
Mexico                  660,000             16,432             2,944,200             83,126
Dom Rep                                                                   109,846               3,068
France                2,322,000             83,896           24,092,000           710,213
Germany            4,020,000           112,855           21,880,346           665,492
Italy                    4,803,200             48,937           35,464,200           422,292
India                      508,704               4,797             6,315,084           150,023
Thailnd                                                                       316,115               8,360
Vietnam              3,000,000             36,518           11,535,000           144,703
China               16,217,928           570,149         132,613,928        4,154,718
Kor Rep              1,414,000             36,616           14,623,661           360,540
Taiwan                   295,900               6,642             6,300,461             93,230
Japan                    300,000             10,061                400,000             13,017
TOTAL             33,541,732           926,903         256,744,841        6,813,900
                                          
9603304000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes & Similar Brushes For
Application of Cosmetics, Valued Over .05 But not Over .10 Each

                              August                               Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                                                                      100,000               5,754
Mexico               1,149,620             94,025           26,699,012        2,036,155
U King                                                                          36,570               2,800
France                                                                          42,000               2,836
Germany            1,708,000           122,729             5,844,000           423,739
Italy                                                                            419,920             35,164
India                                                                        1,158,336             82,122
Vietnam                                                                        75,000               6,042
China               13,860,217        1,100,796           94,187,195        7,542,075
Kor Rep                 628,000             52,762             1,269,842           114,183
Hg Kong                                                                     800,000             56,350
Taiwan                     59,298               4,664                783,469             66,495
TOTAL             17,405,135        1,374,976         131,415,344      10,373,715

9603306000 Artists Brushes, Writing Brushes & Similar Brushes For
Application Of Cosmetics, Valued Over .10 Each

                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                                                                        22,759             50,132
Mexico             13,782,167        2,078,622         111,944,082      17,750,219
Dom Rep               161,778           271,558                470,185           880,230
B Virgn                                                                           1,000               5,125
Colomb                     1,100             10,303                    1,100             10,303
U King                     56,150           179,669                312,903           856,270
Belgium                        156               9,064                       156               9,064
France                     99,719           501,513                652,248        3,236,143
Germany                 35,309           142,063                427,777        1,517,899
Austria                                                                               800               2,675
Switzld                       1,841             11,369                    8,187             41,749
Poland                                                                               231               6,491
Spain                         7,350             27,134                143,220           595,507
Italy                         52,535           107,972                224,046        1,017,914
Slvenia                                                                              117               5,536
Greece                           93               2,191                       562             16,196
Israel                                                                              4,503             18,238
India                      764,847           373,982             6,598,785        2,536,053
Sri Lka                   145,921           162,436             1,748,236        1,363,151
Thailnd                  332,078           125,157             2,220,456        1,094,658
Vietnam                 438,308           174,740             3,297,484        1,358,843
Singapr                                                                      500,000           103,500
Indnsia                                                                                12               4,107
Phil R                                                                                144             12,489
China               36,069,828      28,689,396         252,532,744    193,501,893
Kor Rep                 541,850           522,749             2,046,568        2,151,881
Hg Kong                584,963           676,093             3,762,979        2,855,580
Taiwan                   517,057             97,328             1,677,260           725,845
Japan                    222,154        1,130,449             1,841,595        8,775,541
Austral                                                                            2,559             53,023
Mauritn                                                                           3,327             20,633
Maurit                      25,770           163,184                274,875        1,527,640
TOTAL             53,840,974      35,456,972         390,720,900    242,104,528

                                         9603402000 Paint Rollers
                              August                               Year To Date
Canada                   12,248             29,409                  81,419           198,046
Mexico                  621,830           600,300             4,927,813        2,474,014
Sweden                                                                        30,270             73,809
U King                                                                        195,660           132,381
Nethlds                                                                           2,000               3,609
Germany                 24,000               4,864             1,126,330           250,339
Czech                      28,800               6,986                266,260             82,991
Spain                                                                                   10               2,545
Greece                  426,459           121,874                426,459           121,874
Cambod                                                                  1,431,136           293,940
Indnsia                                                                       213,376           105,596
China                 5,248,803        2,987,486           39,031,535      20,593,066
Taiwan                                                                               660               7,701
Japan                                                                           23,587             19,261
Rep Saf                                                                             168             17,712
TOTAL               6,362,140        3,750,919           47,756,683      24,376,884

9603404020 Paint Pads (Other Than Of Subheading 9603.30)
                              August                               Year To Date
Country            Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
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U King                                                                        211,454           110,896
Pakistn                                                                       188,000             19,724
China                    661,016           506,428           12,340,871        5,574,454
Hg Kong                                                                       15,264             14,788
Taiwan                     10,210               6,949                283,119           144,292
TOTAL                  671,226           513,377           13,038,708        5,864,154
                                          

9603404040 Natural Bristle Brushes, Other Than Brushes Of
Subheading 9603.30

                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                   15,356             15,562                111,521           129,709
Sweden                                                                             340               7,454
Denmark                                                                           122               2,463
U King                                                                        136,248           291,885
Nethlds                                                                           2,802             13,051
Germany                      896               9,216                  10,088             81,204
Poland                     45,000             42,120                  93,560             79,836
Spain                                5               5,442                           5               5,442
Italy                           4,848             33,173                109,192           797,641
Turkey                       8,880             29,703                  44,528           190,399
India                                                                               5,000               7,598
Thailnd                                                                           8,487             47,587
Indnsia               4,199,322           619,999           40,113,060        6,712,667
China                 5,623,456        1,036,984           49,874,329        8,892,161
Hg Kong                    2,400               3,357                    2,400               3,357
Taiwan                       5,200               2,886                724,798           139,774
Japan                                                                                140               3,494
TOTAL               9,905,363        1,798,442           91,236,620      17,405,722

9603404060 Paint, Distemper, Varnish/Similr Brushes Exc Brushes of
Subheading 9603.30 NESOI

                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.  ValueCanada
Canada                     7,328             11,792                  59,649             91,348
Guatmal                  49,800             36,916                  60,120             46,062
Dom Rep                                                                            14               8,495
Sweden                   20,200             10,233                162,500             60,512
U King                     23,760             14,893                189,148           126,943
Ireland                                                                               941               4,589
Nethlds                                                                         25,465             58,716
Belgium                                                                          5,226             12,857
France                          828               2,180                    2,544               6,752
Germany                   2,238             16,804                217,802           481,308
Switzld                                                                                40               4,884
Italy                                                                                5,052             10,519
Slvenia                                                                           3,100               6,644
Turkey                       9,192             25,924                106,204           336,649
Israel                                                                                 240               3,571
India                                                                             25,000               4,311
Sri Lka                       3,360             10,331                    3,367             15,826
Thailnd                                                                         12,630               8,790
Vietnam                        588               2,263                    2,160               8,486
Indnsia                  953,232           214,067             7,991,832        1,915,829
Phil R                        1,110               4,274                    2,075               8,073
China               25,620,228        7,297,672         162,619,591      52,833,355
Kor Rep                                                                       47,483             14,885
Hg Kong                                                                       43,236             20,464
Taiwan                       1,200               3,175                131,705             83,164
Japan                      16,770             23,981                166,907           199,349
Austral                                                                          19,000               3,960
Rep Saf                                                                      428,185           171,266
TOTAL             26,709,834        7,674,505         172,331,216      56,547,607

9603908010 Wiskbrooms
                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value             Net Q/No.               Value
Mexico                                                                              650               2,216
Colomb                                                                          4,320               4,289
Italy                                                                                   200               4,165
China                     117,552             82,501             1,260,556           875,721
Hg Kong                                                                       68,076             81,852
Taiwan                                                                            3,792               7,223
TOTAL                  117,552             82,501             1,337,594           975,466

9603908020 Upright Brooms

                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value            Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                                                                          1,800               6,315
Mexico                    20,922             34,160                191,410           357,448
Guatmal                    2,935             45,588                  85,095           228,634
Hondura                                                                         8,000             17,474
Colomb                     4,752               4,013                  15,072             13,316
Brazil                                                                            50,652           304,993
Germany                                                                        5,005             20,665
Switzld                       6,600             21,942                    6,600             21,942
Spain                       19,920             32,764                137,520           250,793
Portugl                                                                              210               2,721
Italy                         73,200           144,698                494,945           767,877
Sri Lka                     62,532           112,486                568,338        1,115,881
Phil R                                                                             1,200               2,685
China                 1,054,163        1,344,653             8,633,914      11,347,891
Kor Rep                                                                            303               3,610
Hg Kong                                                                         1,800               3,966
TOTAL               1,245,024        1,740,304           10,201,864      14,466,211
                                          

9603908030 Push Brooms, 41 CM or Less in Width
                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value            Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                        542               4,072                    2,101             11,771
Mexico                                                                              431               4,590
Switzld                                                                           5,000               3,088
Sri Lka                     86,532           314,913                515,322        1,763,755
China                      79,385           208,164                313,575           909,461
Taiwan                                                                               535             10,741
TOTAL                  166,459           527,149                836,964        2,703,406

9603908040 Other Brooms, NESOI
                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value            Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                     3,269             26,137                  56,381           412,740
Mexico                  364,664           566,751             3,219,352        4,399,041
Guatmal                                                                       41,256             40,170
Salvadr                    22,020             21,884                272,953           292,823
Dom Rep                                                                       8,580             11,253
Colomb                     7,944               9,741                212,514           296,253
Venez                        8,940               6,174                  10,112             18,003
Brazil                       36,528             51,732                253,836           387,763
U King                          344               2,795                    2,047             16,486
Nethlds                                                                              128               8,605
Germany                                                                           860             12,369
Czech                      38,976             12,037                568,512           176,390
Spain                                                                            40,248             32,643
Portugl                                                                           4,800               7,500
Italy                         43,350              86,111                116,865           363,179
Israel                                                                              9,330             25,921
India                          2,250               3,116                    4,508             24,250
Sri Lka                   124,822           172,493                735,629        1,323,678
Thailnd                      4,890               9,201                  28,475             64,251
Vietnam                     4,800               8,254                125,849           185,909
China                    490,221        1,025,681             3,594,638        4,815,622
Hg Kong                                                                         2,080             16,670
Taiwan                                                                          14,744             31,860
Austral                                                                               550           115,942
TOTAL               1,153,018        2,002,107             9,324,247      13,079,321

9603908050 Brooms, Brushes, Sqeegees, Etc., NESOI
                              August                               Year To Date
Country             Net Q/No.               Value            Net Q/No.               Value
Canada                                      2,409,775                                   15,341,444
Mexico                                       6,669,379                                   39,625,694
Salvadr                                            49,915                                        261,820
Hondura                                     1,769,124                                   13,101,727
Dom Rep                                         50,360                                        238,061
Dominca                                            2,138                                            2,138
Colomb                                           36,580                                        530,849
Venez                                                3,614                                            3,614
Brazil                                               58,068                                        371,050
Argent                                             58,218                                          82,086
Sweden                                           23,106                                        139,111

CONTINUED ON PAGE 46
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ABCO Products Corp.,
is a manufacturer and
marketer of mops,
brooms, handles and
buckets. The company’s
product lines are
designed for the
commercial cleaning
market. Shown, left to
right, are company
representatives Kurt
Wangeman, Jennifer
Rojas and Christopher
Meaney.

Briarwood Products Co., specializes in labor-saving and cost-cutting cleaning
tools. Items include Shank-free correctional facility tools, Adjust-a-Turn surface
cleaning tools, wet mop holders, all-plastic floor squeegees, fiberglass extension
poles, dry dust mop frames and sweeping equipment. Shown, left to right, are
company representatives Larry Stephenson and Manfred Tomm.

Haviland Corporation introduced its newest brand of replacement blade options
with its Aqualir Pro abrasion resistant products. The company manufactures such
items as floor and window squeegees. Shown, left to right, are Randy Wolfe, senior
production/operations manager; Joyce Dudenhoeffer, director of marketing; Jan
Haviland, president/owner; Alice Andrews, executive vice president; and Travis
Luebbert, production engineer.

Nexstep Commercial Products, the exclusive licensee of O-Cedar, provides a
complete line of commercial-grade sanitary maintenance items. This includes wet and
dust mops, mop sticks, mop buckets and wringers, janitor carts, waste receptacles
and dollies, floor sweeps, angle and corn brooms, microfiber products and squeegees.

Zephyr
Manufacturing Co.,
Inc., is a family-
owned and operated
manufacturer. The
company supplies
cleaning products
including wet mops,
dust mops, brooms,
brushes, dusters
and handles.
Pictured, from left,
are Bob Schneider,
R.J. Lindstrom and
Sean Pence.

2015 ISSA SHOW
PHOTO GALLERY

Leading companies involved in the world’s
janitorial/sanitary marketplace met in Las Vegas, NV,
during the 2015 ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America
tradeshow, held October 20-23.
The year’s event again featured many exhibitors of

brooms, brushes, mops, squeegees and related
cleaning products, including those companies
shown in the following photo gallery. 
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The Malish Corp.,
supplies such items
as floor machine
brushes, the
Diamabrush™ prep
and polish system,
push brooms, hand
maintenance
brushes, handles,
plastic extrusions
and specialty
brushes.

Milwaukee Dustless
Brush, Gordon Brush
Wisconsin, LLC,
manufactures janitorial
cleaning tools including
steel-backed floor
brushes, upright brooms
and neoprene and moss
rubber floor squeegees.
Shown, left to right, are
company representatives
Alan Schechter and
Arcie Lockett. 

Lambskin Specialties is the manufacturer of the original Dust Wand Lambswool
Dusters, applicator pads, polishing bonnets and Window Pro strip washers. The
company’s product lineup also includes feather, synthetic and microfiber dusters;
squeegees; utility handles; chamois; microfiber cloths; complete floor systems; and
high, low, wall and ceiling dusting products. Among those people shown are
company sales representatives.

ACS Cleaning Products is a full-line manufacturer of nonwoven floor maintenance
pads and floor specialty pads, hand pads, sponges, scrubbers, mops, brooms and
brushes for commercial and institutional markets.

Magnolia Brush Manufacturers, Ltd., offers many types of brushes, brooms, mops,
squeegees, buckets, handles, sponges and dust pans for the janitorial supply
trade. Pictured, left to right, are company representatives Glenn Guyette, Greta
Moore and Gary Townes Jr.

Rubbermaid Commercial Products, Inc., is a manufacturer of various types of
cleaning-related items for commercial and institutional markets worldwide. The
company’s products are used in the foodservice, sanitary maintenance, waste
handling, material transport, away-from-home washroom and safety industries.
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Golden Star Inc., is a full-line, vertically integrated manufacturer of professional
surface cleaning tools, systems and accessories. Products include wet and dust mops,
microfiber pads and cloths, dusters, bonnets, corn brooms, push brooms and hardware.

The Libman Company
manufactures various
types of brooms, mops,
brushes, squeegees and
other cleaning-related
products. This includes
items designed for
janitorial, food service,
hospitality, health care
and other segments.
Pictured, left to right,
are Jon Franklin, quality
manager; Desi Csoka,
vice president of sales -
commercial; and Terry
Wiggins, director of
sales - Southeast.

Tanis, Inc., offers design-to-manufacture services of application-specific brush tools
for industrial and consumer-related customers worldwide. The company also stocks
a wide range of standard brush products through a global distribution network.
Shown, left to right, are Todd Lien, senior project engineer; and Bill Durkin, sales.

S.M. Arnold, Inc., offers cleaning maintenance accessories for the professional,
industrial and consumer markets. Products include brushes, microfiber, brooms and
dusters. Shown are company representatives Brad Friederich and Kelly Friederich.

M2 Professional Cleaning Products Ltd., is a manufacturer of such items as wet and
dust mops, assorted brushes and push brooms. Shown, left to right, are company
representatives John Martin, Franca Marino, Gabriel Marino and Gaston Dussault.

Moerman Americas manufactures a complete line of window squeegees and other
window washing tools, floor squeegees and additional cleaning products for
industrial, food service and household markets.
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Liberty Brush Mfg., LLC, specializes in industrial and janitorial replacement
brushes, custom staple-set brushes, carpet brushes, pad drivers, sand paper
drivers and squeegees. Shown are Melanie Hansen, managing director; and David
Svoboda, director of sales & development.

Filmop USA is a
manufacturer and
distributor of tools
and systems for the
cleaning professional.
This includes touch-
free microfiber mop
systems, mop handles
and mop frames.

Ettore Products Co.,
is a manufacturer of
general and window
cleaning tools and
accessories such as
squeegees, dusters,
microfiber, floorcare
applicators and
extension poles.

ETC of Henderson, Inc., provides such products as synthetic and natural fiber floor
pads, wet and dust mops, carpet bonnets and hand pads.

Tucker Manufacturing
Co., Inc., provides high
level window washers,
aluminum telescoping
handles, specialty
brushes, awning cleaning
systems and spot-free
water treatment options.
Shown, left to right, are
Shawn Gavin, CEO; and
Mike Dieltz, account
manager.

Fuller Commercial Products supplies such items as wet and dry mops; brushes,
brooms and hand-operated carpet sweepers; and Texas Feathers dusting products.



Carlisle Sanitary Maintenance Products provides a full line of brooms, brushes,
squeegees, mops and related cleaning tools and programs for the jan/san, food
processing, industrial/MRO and heath care market segments.

Continental
Commercial Products,
LLC, offers a complete
line of janitorial and
sanitary maintenance
items. This includes
various types of mops,
brooms, brushes and
microfiber items.

Super Sweep Inc., is
the manufacturer of
The Super Sweeper,
with its handle
featuring an all-
aluminum design.
Shown with the
company’s products is
Alan Zahn, national
account manager. 

Unger Enterprises,
Inc., supplies
products for
professional window
cleaning, restroom
cleaning, floor
mopping, high-access
dusting, litter
removal as well as
microfiber cloth
systems.

Norway                                                                                                   3,191
Finland                                            45,987                                        102,380
Denmark                                       277,756                                     2,144,569
U King                                           144,007                                        663,845
Nethlds                                            43,523                                        308,398
Belgium                                         126,026                                        851,853
France                                             42,041                                        231,508
Germany                                       309,665                                     2,874,490
Austria                                                                                                    2,512
Czech                                                                                                   73,343
Hungary                                                                                               11,960
Lichten                                                                                                   2,214
Switzld                                             21,085                                        159,083
Estonia                                                                                                 26,688
Latvia                                                                                                   10,657
Lithuan                                            30,144                                        304,795
Poland                                             39,637                                        254,575
Spain                                             160,288                                     1,001,498
Italy                                               197,187                                     2,018,837
Slvenia                                                                                                   4,314
Romania                                                                                                3,130
Turkey                                                                                                  37,450

Israel                                               64,737                                        875,953
Jordan                                                                                                    3,618
Arab Em                                          11,600                                          41,877
India                                                19,905                                        237,870
Pakistn                                          403,266                                     4,157,903
Bngldsh                                             7,275                                        168,097
Sri Lka                                           284,370                                     1,583,537
Thailnd                                          223,549                                     1,723,208
Vietnam                                           70,772                                        416,856
Cambod                                        157,068                                        157,068
Malaysa                                          82,308                                     1,097,962
Singapr                                                                                                  9,076
Indnsia                                              7,510                                        659,843
China                                       39,369,167                                 315,896,280
Kor Rep                                         127,420                                     2,055,405
Hg Kong                                        235,169                                     3,420,315
Taiwan                                        1,608,640                                   12,945,785
Japan                                            143,417                                        450,436
Austral                                           101,432                                        910,522
N Zeal                                            112,006                                        253,810
Egypt                                                                                                  228,717
Sier Ln                                                                                                   7,736
Rep Saf                                                                                                96,453
TOTAL                                     55,597,234                                 428,187,211

STATISTICS CONTINUED FROM PAGE 41
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Borghi USA, Inc.  � 903 Cirelli Court  � Aberdeen, MD 21001  � USA
Telephone: (410) 272-9797 � Fax: (410) 272-0799 � info@borghiusa.com � www.borghiusa.com

Borghi USA … Service You Can Count On.

If you want to swim with the big fish,
make sure you have the best people backing you up!

( 25 foot Whale Shark. Picture taken in Hawaii during ABMA Convention )

Matt Tompkins, Borghi USA
technical support director
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